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Abstract
In recent years development of ultra wide band (UWB) high power systems has been taken

up by many laboratories worldwide for their industrial, strategic and academic applications.
In the thesis attempt has been made to analyze and simulate critical issues related to UWB

pulse generation system. A comprehensive literature survey is carried out to study the

technologies involved in generating high voltage short (few nanoseconds) pulses with very
fast rise time (about a nanosecond). It has been identified that, spark gap switch and its

inductance, is one of the major challenges in realizing suitable fast rising high voltage pulse
required for UWB applications. Hence a detailed study of spark gap arc channel formation

and estimation of its inductance in gaseous medium is carried out in this project. A computer

code has been developed to study the complex phenomena of arc channel formation and to

estimate its inductance during fast discharge of capacitors. 250 kV Experimental set up has
been developed based on MARX generator and a pulse forming line. Study has been carried
out by varying gap between electrodes ranging from 2 mm to 10 mm and pressure from

atmospheric pressure to 5 kg/cm2 for inert gas environment of Nitrogen gas. It has been

observed that inductance of arc channel increases with increment in gap between electrodes

and increment in gas pressure. But variation of inductance with gaps is significantly high
compared to that with pressure. To study the effect of high pressure, another experimental set
up capable of generating up to 1 MV, has been developed. Inductance of spark gap arc

channel is measured with increasing gas pressure in N2 and SF6 medium up to 30 kg/cm2 &
15 kg/cm2 respectively. Results obtained from experiments are found to be in coherence with

simulation results. Details of the computer code developed under this project, simulation
results, experimental set up and results of experiments are presented in the thesis.

v

Chapter 1
Introduction
Extensive work is being carried out in the field of compressed high voltage high
energy pulses for their immense importance in strategic applications [1,2]. Different
laboratories in the world are persistently making efforts in generation of shorter pulses
(in the range of 5-10 ns) of very fast rise time (sub nanoseconds to about a
nanosecond). These pulses will contain high power ultra wide band (UWB)
frequencies ranging from 100 MHz to 1 GHz and can be extremely susceptible and
lethal for modern day electronics of wide range and variety [3-6]. These kinds of high
energy pulses (1-5 Joules) or more can be fed directly to a matched broad band
antenna to launch into the environment [7-10]. In this project, an attempt is made in
generation and shaping of a high voltage pulse of 100-250 kV, 50-100 Ω, and 5-10 ns
pulse width. Different methodologies have been reported about generation of such
short pulses of bipolar or uni-polar nature in literatures [11-13]. Pulse forming lines,
double pulse forming lines, Marx generators, and LC generators are a few of such
equipments. Further challenges are involved in reduction of pulse width and increment
of energy content of the pulse simultaneously, as it eventually affects the pulse shape.
Use of optimized peaking capacitors and peaking gap is reported for improvement in
rise time of short pulses. Performances of sparkgaps play one of the most vital roles in
determining rise time of the output pulse [33]. Dynamic resistance and inductance of
the sparkgaps need to be computed and minimized, to generate suitable pulse shapes
for UWB applications. Different gas mixtures (i.e. nitrogen, sulphar hexa floride,
argon etc.) at very high pressure have been suggested to achieve fast rise time [32].
Use of multi channel sparkgaps is one of the most reliable methodologies in the
1

reduction of rise time. Development efforts involved behind them are extremely
complicated in the nanosecond and sub nanosecond time range. This involves
simultaneous triggering of multiple points of sparkgap with a delay of merely a few
hundred picoseconds. Extremely low tolerance for jitter makes the design complex.
1.1 Typical pulsed power system for UWB application
The essence of pulse power lies in efficient pulse compression. It starts with normal
continuous supply of 240V/ 415V and stepwise converts to the output of nanoseconds
duration. Typical pulsed power systems are composed of four components i.e. High
Voltage DC (HVDC) power supply, High voltage pulse generator (MARX generator
[16,17] or Tesla transformer [18-19]), pulse forming

HVDC
power
supply

MARX
generator or
Tesla
transformer

Pulse forming line with
low inductance sparkgap
switch

Radiating
antenna

Fig.1.1 Block diagram of various sub-systems of an Ultra wideband system

line with low inductance sparkgap switch and a radiating antenna as shown in the
block diagram of figure 1.1. Mostly HVDC power supply is commercially available up
to 50 kV-60 kV range. To generate further higher voltage i.e. 100 kV to 1 MV or
higher, usually a multiplier circuits like Cockroft Walton for DC and MARX generator
or Tesla transformer are used for pulse output. These pulsed power equipments
generate high voltage pulses of small width (100 ns to 1 S). MARX generator

charges capacitors in parallel and sequentially discharges them in series using

2

sparkgap switches. The equivalent circuit diagram of a MARX generator is shown in
figure 1.2. Pulse forming lines (PFL) are used for shaping and forming a pulse to the
desired specification. Electrical equivalence of a pulse forming line is an infinite pi
network, as shown in figure 1.5. A pulse charged from the MARX generator or Tesla
transformer is discharged into a matched load through a fast sparkgap switch
generating a square pulse at the output. Time duration of the pulse is decided by the
length of the line and the wave travel velocity of the voltage wave front in the line.
1.2 Challenges in high power UWB systems
As reported in published literature worldwide, complexity of designing high power
UWB systems is in their size and dimension. It is extremely desirable to get a sub
nanoseconds fast rise time high voltage pulse source to realize a compact size UWB
system. But containing extreme high voltage in the range of hundreds of kV in small
dimensions is very difficult due to flashover issues whereas bigger size pulse forming
lines and spark gap switches increase inductance of the discharge path. This eventually
increases the rise time of the pulse. Thus requirements are contradictory in terms of
high voltage (need more gap or track length) and low inductance (as close as possible).
To resolve this problem usually fast MARX generators or Tesla transformers are used
for charging of the pulse forming line, so that the applied electrical stresses can be
enhanced without breakdown of the insulating medium. This reduces application time
of high voltage and reduces probability of high voltage breakdown. However,
designing of a fast MARX generator is again very complicated because of its complex
geometry, multiple dielectrics and statistical variation in behavior. Moreover stray
capacitances play very significant role in operation and behavior of low energy

3

MARX generators. These stray capacitances are difficult to estimate and make design
of low energy MARX generator further complicated.

output
Fig.1.2 Equivalent circuit diagram of MARX generator

A sparkgap is a high voltage switch. Before firing sparkgap switch offers stray
capacitance. After getting closed through an arc channel, it offers finite resistance and
inductance depending on its structure and geometry. The resistance of a sparkgap
switch is assumed to be extremely high while open. Upon closing, it gradually comes
down to a very small resistance of few milli ohms with time. These spark gap switches
are usually modeled as a capacitor parallel to a series connection of a resistance and an
inductance. A typical sparkgap and its electrical equivalence are shown in figure 1.3
and figure 1.4 respectively. This resistance of sparkgap switch is time varying. The
inductance of spark gap is a function of structure of the sparkgap and physical
properties of the gas medium.

L
R

Fig.1.3 photograph of typical sparkgap switch
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C

Fig.1.4 Equivalent circuit of
sparkgap switch

Behavior of sparkgap inductance with respect to gas medium, pressure and gap
between electrodes are not accurately calculable or predictable. These parameters play
a crucial role in deciding rise time of high voltage pulse generated to feed UWB
radiator. Moreover, structure of the sparkgap leading to antenna plays an important
role in transmitting the high frequency components of the pulse to antenna load as
shown in Fig.1.5. Frequency spectrum of the radiated pulse is shown in Fig.1.6. Any
kind of discontinuity (in terms of impedance) will reflect on the pulse amplitude and
shape significantly. Thus, design of the feed terminals becomes complex.

Fig.1.5 Typical schematic of Pulse forming Line with o/p switch and antenna load

-ω2

-ω1

Frequency

ω1

ω

Fig.1.6 Typical frequency spectrum expected of UWB system
As most of the UWB pulsers operate at very high pressure (>30 bar), the UWB system
requires mechanical compatibility of handling very high gas pressures i.e. 40-50
kg/cm2. All these multidisciplinary requirements of engineering in a single structure
make the design of a pulsed power source for UWB applications a challenging task.
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1.3 Scope of this project
Under this thesis work, different types of pulsed power topologies suitable for UWB
sources are studied and analyzed. In order to generate fast rise time pulse of sub
nanosecond order rise time, inductance of final spark gap switch is identified as an
important parameter to understand and optimize. Attempts are made to correlate the
sparkgap inductance with gas medium, gas pressure and gap between electrodes.
A computer code has been developed to calculate arc channel growth with time
during break down of a sparkgap. This code estimates arc channel diameter from the
molecular and physical properties of the gas medium. It also estimates the inductance
of the arc channel considering sparkgap enclosure as return path. Effect of different
parameters on sparkgap arc channel is studied using this code. To validate the
simulated results, acquired using the computer code, two experimental setups have
been developed. One setup is for experiment up to 120 kV and 5 kg/cm2 pressure and
the other setup is up to 500 kV and up to 40 kg/cm2 pressure. Experiments are carried
out at various gas pressures, various gaps between electrodes and different gas media
to understand their effect on inductance of spark gap arc channel. Details of
experimental results and simulated results are elaborated in the thesis.
1.4 Thesis organization
In chapter 2, literature survey and present status of the worldwide available technology has
been elaborated. Different types of reported UWB sources in variety of ranges (i.e
mesoband, sub-hyper band, hyper band, etc.) are narrated in this chapter. Different types
of pulsed power topologies used for these applications are studied in details and
simulations are carried out to compare and understand their performance.
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In chapter 3, simulation of the phenomena of arc channel growth with time has been
elaborated. Arc channel dimensions are estimated based on temperature rise inside the arc
channel with time. Inductance of arc channel is calculated based on arc radius obtained
from the simulation and gap between the electrodes. Results obtained from the simulation
show that the inductance of the arc channel increases with increase in the gas pressure and
gap between the electrodes. The simulations also indicate that the inductance is higher in
gases of higher molecular weight i.e. SF6 (Sulphur hexa fluoride) compared to lighter
gases i.e. N2 (Nitrogen) or Ar (Argon). It is also indicated in the simulation that increase in
the inductance due to increase in the electrode gap is much more significant compared to
increase in pressure.
In chapter 4 detailed description of the experimental setup is provided. The experimental
setup consists of a MARX generator, a pulse forming line and a sparkgap under test. Setup
is so designed that experiments up to 5 kg/cm2 can be carried out using this set up. This
experimental setup is capable of generating 120 kV, 5 ns voltage pulses. Rise time of the
pulse is measured using a specially designed load-cum-divider assembly. Details of the
experimental setup and its components are provided in this chapter.

Chapter 5 illustrates the inductance measurement methodology in details. Rise time of
the pulse is function of inductance of the sparkgap arc channel. Hence, inductance can
be estimated from the rise time profile of the voltage pulse. Further in this chapter
study of variation of gap and pressure on inductance of arc channel is carried out.
Experiments are carried out by varying gap of electrodes from 1 mm to 9 mm in
nitrogen atmosphere. During these experimental investigations, effect of gas pressure
could be seen up to 5 kg/cm2 (due to limitation of the experimental setup). Outcome of
experimental results and simulated results are plotted to compare their trend.

7

In order to carry out the experimental investigations with higher pressure and gases with
higher breakdown strength like SF6, a different experimental setup was required. This new
system was designed to generate 500 kV, 5 ns pulse and it was capable of handling
pressure up to 40 kg/cm2. In chapter 6 detailed description of this new experimental setup
is provided. In this setup experiments are carried out with N2 and SF6 up to a pressure of
30 kg/cm2 and 15 kg/cm2 respectively.

Chapter 7 describes the experimental results for measurement of rise time and

inductance. In this setup radiated measurements are used for measuring rise time and
inductance of the sparkgap. Variation of the rise time in both gas media i.e. N2 and SF6
has been studied and analyzed.
In chapter 8, conclusions of the actual experimentations and studies have been
presented with proposed future work.
Relevant references, referred in different sections of the thesis, are listed at the end of
the thesis. Captured waveforms, experimental data and important mathematical
identities used for statistical analysis of the experimental results, are enclosed in the
appendix section of the thesis.
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Chapter 2
Literature survey
In published literature research work is reported for selection of different types of
pulse power source for suitability of Ultra Wide Band (UWB) applications. Studies
related to source selection focuses mostly on reduction of erected inductances so that
effective ranges of these high frequency pulses are increased. Different topologies
like single pulse forming line [20] double pulse forming line or Tesla transformers
[21] are attempted to reduce inductance in the discharge path. Further reports of
methodologies to reduce inductance of switches like sparkgaps are also found [22,
23]. In this context variation of inductance of sparkgap with current and time are
reported. Variation of inductance and rise time of spark gap with different gases as
medium and mixtures of gases [24] with varied pressure [25] has been published.
Multi channeling technology [26, 27] for reduction of inductance in various other
applications is adopted successfully. For pulse shaping, use of peaking capacitor and
peaking gap [28] and LASER triggering [29,30,31] is reported often, different
modeling and analysis techniques are used for finding optimum shape, size and
position of the capacitor.
2.1 Types of sources
2.1.1 Mesoband Sources: Mesoband sources have been successfully designed and
built to generate high-power microwave frequency between 100 MHz and 700 MHz .
These sources are typically designed in two different ways. Either a damped sine
waveform is fed into a wideband antenna, or a wideband transient (from a Marx
generator, for example) is switched into an antenna with elements of differing lengths
in order to radiate a broad range of frequencies. Following the first method, Baum has
9

[12] described certain concepts that switch a high-voltage transmission line oscillator
into a wideband antenna. The oscillator consists of a quarter wave section of a
transmission line charged by a high-voltage source. It employs a self-breaking switch
at the lower end of the transmission line. When the switch closes, the system
generates a damped sine signal that is fed into an UWB antenna such as a half of an
impulse radiating antenna (IRA). An initial working model of this type of source,
called the MATRIX. It began full-scale testing at the Air Force Research Laboratory
(AFRL) during 2003. It consists of quarter-wave transmission line charged to 150 kV
connected to a 3.667-m (12 ft) diameter half-IRA. The frequency of oscillation is
adjustable between 180 MHz and 600 MHz . It radiates a damped sine waveform with
a peak electric field of 6 kV/m at 15 m with a percent bandwidth of about 10% (band
ratio of 1.10). Following the second method, a number of mesoband sources are
manufactured by DIEHL Munitions system in Germany. These include the DS110
series of damped sine sources. The radiated field and spectrum is measured at 1 m
with a center frequency of 375 MHz from a pulsed source operating at 400 kV.
DIEHL also makes the DS350, a very high-power device that produces high fields at
100 MHz from a full 1-MV generator. The DS350 system is a modular laboratory
device specifically designed for effects testing. The system uses a multi-rod dipole
antenna with a center switch. It will radiate a maximum of 300 kV/m at 1 m. The
antenna voltage can be as high as 1 MV, and the peak radiated power is as high as 2
GW. Mesoband oscillators are also made by BAE Systems, Sowerby Research
Center, U.K. These oscillators are unique solid-state modulators based on a nonlinear
transmission line (NLTL) design. They generate very high Q damped sine waves with
up to 50 oscillations per pulse and voltages exceeding 50 kV. Frequencies range from
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10 MHz to 2 GHz, with PRFs in excess of 1 kHz. More advanced systems have the
ability to chirp over a 40% tuning range.
2.1.2. Sub-hyperband Sources: The H-Series devices built at the Air Force Research
Laboratory in Albuquerque, NM, use coaxial pulse-forming lines and high-pressure
hydrogen switches to produce powerful and very compact UWB pulses. One of the
most successful designs of the H-Series, the H-2, is built around a 4m diameter and
forty coaxial lines. The H-2 source first became operational in late 1992 and was
subsequently upgraded in 2000. It generates a prompt 300 kV pulse with a rise time
of 250 ps and a total pulse length of 1.5 ns to 2 ns with a considerable amount of latetime, low-frequency ringing [10]. When fired into a large unbalanced TEM horn, the
system radiates a sub-hyperband spectrum with maximum spectral amplitude around
150 MHz. The peak electric field strength has been measured to be 43 kV/m at 10 m,
with a rise time of 238 ps. Another powerful sub-hyperband system is the Transient
High Output Radiator (THOR), currently in use by the United States Navy at China
Lake, CA. Maximum voltage into the antenna is 1 MV, giving a radiated waveform
with a peak electric field of 68 kV/m at 10 m with a rise time of 200 ps and a pulse
width [full-width at half-maximum (FWHM)] of 400 ps. The waveform and spectrum
are similar to that of H-2. The spectrum contains energy between 200 MHz and 1
GHz with the maximum occurring at 280 MHz.
2.1.3. Hyperband Sources

1) Balanced Sources: The impulse radiating antenna (IRA) systems, which produce a
high-power electromagnetic (HPEM) signal with a band ratio greater than two
decades, are good examples of high-power hyperband sources. The original IRA,
developed and fielded in 1994, used a high-pressure hydrogen switch, a focusing lens,
and a four-arm TEM horn to produce an extremely powerful hyperband pulse from a
11

4-m reflector. With a charge of only 60 kV, this system generates a transient signal
with a peak electric field of 4.6 kV/m at a range r = 305 m with a maximum PRF of
200 Hz. The IRA I system was subsequently refitted to a 2 m reflector, and
designated the IRA II. The radiated spectrum of the 2 m IRA has been measured to be
flat from 200 MHz to around 3 GHz with a band ratio of 10. Another compact,
powerful balanced hyper band system is also being built for the United States Army
in Huntsville, Alabama. Combining a 400 kV Marx made by Applied Physical
Electronics, LC, San Antonio, TX, with a 1.2 m IRA by Farr Research, Inc.,
Albuquerque, NM, and the Army has created a useful system for electronics testing
[11]. A number of companies and institutions in Europe have also developed small
hyperband sources for UWB radars and landmine detection. Impulse radiating
systems have been made by Otto von Guericke University, Magdeburg, Germany,
TNO in the Netherlands, Spiez in Switzerland, the Royal Military Academy in
Belgium, and U.K.

The German and Dutch IRAs are based on a 9-kV pulser

operating into a 0.9-m parabolic. They deliver 7 kV/m at 1 m with a risetime of 100
ps and a pulse width of 4 ns, at 800 Hz. The system in Spiez is based on a 2.8-kV
pulser operating into a 1.8-m parabolic. It delivers 220 V/m at 41 m with a rise time
of 100 ps, a pulse width of 4 ns, and a PRF of 800 Hz. DIEHL also makes a very
compact hyperband source called the HRR32. It is a self-contained unit about the size
of a coffee can that delivers 2 kV into an internal or external antenna and will deliver
a peak power of 7 kW at 600 Hz.
2) Unbalanced Sources: The design of balanced hyperband sources such as the IRAs
presents some difficulties, particularly at very high voltages where trigger jitter or
BALUN design becomes an issue. In some cases, it is preferable to design a half-IRA
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over a symmetry plane so that the high-voltage signal can be fed directly to the
antenna from below with a coaxial transmission line. Such sources make the highvoltage problem much more tractable, but they do not have the uniformly symmetric
field pattern of a full parabolic antenna due to the presence of the finite ground plane.
One such unit, built by the AFRL from 1997 to 1999, was designated the “Jolt” [12].
This large, transient system is powered by a very compact 1-MV resonant transformer
that is connected, via an integrated transfer capacitor and an oil peaking switch, into
an half-IRA. This unique system will deliver a tightly focused radiated field with a
FWHM on the order of 100 ps and a field-range product of approximately 5.3 MV at
200m. A similar unit built by WIS and Rheinm etal in Germany. It consists of a halfIRA antenna driven by a 100 kV Marx generator that radiates an impulsive wave
form with a peak electric field of several kV/m at 100 m, a rise time of 100 ps, and a
pulse duration of 650 ps.
2.2 Various types of UWB generators

According to conventional terminology, a pulse generator is classified as a subnanosecond one if the front of the output nanosecond pulse or the total pulse duration
is shorter than 1 ns. In the latter case, two types of generators can be discerned [4].
They differ by the principle by which the energy accumulated in the storage of the
nanosecond stage is utilized. These are shapers “cutting” a short pulse out of a longer
one without a change in the power of the initial pulse or devices executing an
amplitude-to-time conversion (pulse compression). Generators allowing for shaping
100 kV pulses across loads of tens of ohms can be referred to as high power
subnanosecond pulse devices. Design of short pulse generators has contradictory
requirements. For fast energy disposal of sub-nanosecond regime capacitance of these
forming lines or energy storage elements need to be very small, which in a way
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restricts its dimension. However to handle high voltage, proper feed through and
other insulators demand more thickness and surface separation between high voltage
and ground. It is difficult to meet these requirements simultaneously. Hence in most
of the system double stage compression is preferred. A high voltage pulse of tens of
nano second is generated in the first stage, which charges the second stage forming
lines. Second stage forming lines are designed assuming overvoltage operation of
smaller time, utilizing the known effect of increase in the breakdown strength of the
insulation with decreasing time of voltage action.

Fig.2.1 MATRIX switched oscillator source [7]
Hence, it is usually impossible to create a high-power sub-nanosecond pulse without a
nanosecond compression stage; therefore, a basic element of each of the aforementioned
devices is a generator which is able to form pulses of nanosecond duration. Each design
of high-current sub-nanosecond generators includes a nanosecond high voltage generator
(driver), whose characteristics substantially determine the output parameters and
14

operating modes of a sub-nanosecond device as a whole. A common feature of all
designs is an additional (peaking) spark gap set up at the driver output operating by the
leading edge of the driver pulse (~ 1 ns). The nanosecond drivers used in practice were
most frequently represented by fast Marx generators or forming lines with different
versions of pulsed charging. A compressed gas (nitrogen, hydrogen) or liquid dielectric
(usually transformer oil) was used as the working medium of the spark gap switches. In
the latter case, a basic drawback of the devices with high pulse repetition rates is the
complexity of the systems for removing oil-decomposition products from the discharge
gap after each breakdown. Gas spark gaps have shown their advantages, in contrast to
SGSs with liquid dielectrics, they allow controlling the breakdown voltage within a wide
range by variation of the gas pressure and composition at a constant electrode gap.
Different types of drivers or generators suitable for UWB applications are reported in
literature. These generators are broadly classified and described below.
Generators with sharpening and cutting of nanosecond pulses: Sub-nanosecond
generators with sequential sharpening and cutting of the initial nanosecond pulse are
often used despite their comparatively low energy efficiency. Literature reports different
versions of such schemes, which differ by the type of the cutting device. For sharpening
of pulse front sparkgap switch is used in general. For pulse shortening, mainly two types
of cutting arrangements are observed in literature a) use of sharpening spark gap switch
[31] b) connecting short circuited coaxial line connected parallel to the load [6]. In the
sub-nanosecond range, breakdown strengths of all the insulators usually increase.
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Fig.2.2 Photograph of JOLT system [12]
Energy Compression: From the standpoint of the energy efficiency of subnanosecond
generators, a circuit with energy compression has an obvious advantage. In order to
perform a time–amplitude conversion of the pulse energy, an additional capacitive
storage is set up at the driver output. Usually multiple stages of capacitive storage and
transfer of energy from one capacitor to another is carried out in this method. This
topology has been experimented in SINUS-5 system at a voltage level of 700-900 kV.
Generators of bipolar sub-nanosecond pulses: A symmetrical bipolar pulse of double
duration and a swing of ±U1/2 can be produced from a short initial traveling pulse with
the amplitude U1 or using modified Vvedenskii circuit [32] based on the simultaneous
operation of two sparkgap switches (SGSs) located at the opposite ends of the forming
line. High-voltage bipolar pulses with a total duration of ~0.5 ns were shaped by using a
generator based on a RADAN-303 nanosecond driver and a subnanosecond converter
with sharpening spark gap switches. Biggest advantage of this type of generator is that
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maximum amount of energy can be transmitted using antenna as the pulse generated
using this type of driver is bipolar.

Fig.2.3 IRA II [1]

Fig.2.4
Four-element
antenna [2]

array

2.3 Study and simulation of reported UWB sources
For better understanding of the proposed topologies mentioned in different literatures are
simulated using standard circuit simulation software. This gives a clear picture of circuit
components of different topologies and criticality involved in achieving different
parameters to get the expected results. Below is the table showing different topologies
reported in literature and expected results obtained from simulations of the same.
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Fig.2.5. Repetitive auto-triggered MARX generator as the driver of an ultra wide
band source by Cadilhon etal. and its simulated output. [17]
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Fig.2.6. A 250 kV, 300 ps, 350 Hz MARX generator as UWB source and its
simulated output [16].
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Fig.2.7 bipolar pulse former by Andreev et al. and its simulated output [21]

2.4 Multi-channeling for reduction of arc channel inductance
Multiple arc channel formation is one of the proven techniques of reduction of inductance
related to sparkgap. Due to formation of multiple channels in the sparkgap, effective arc
radius increases by several folds. This reduces inductances of the loop drastically.
Technology involved in multi-channeling is tricky and involved. Kim A. A., Kovalchuk B.
M., Kremnev V. V., Kumpjak E. V., Novikov A. A., has elaborated the importance of multichanneling and allied technologies in getting low inductance spark gap [23]. Fast rise
time of charging pulse, minutely synchronized multiple trigger signal and extreme low
jitter plays key role in successful implementation of multi-channeling. In this context
many attempts are observed in the direction of LASER triggering. Nd-YAG LASER
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beams of picoseconds duration are used for this purpose of synchronized multichanneling of sparkgaps [30, 31]. But this is very costly technology and not in the scope
of this project as concentration has been devoted to un-triggered or self breakdown
sparkgaps only, in this project.
2.5 Estimation of sparkgap inductance
Analyzing, anticipating and designing low inductance sparkgap switch is the inherent art
of getting good UWB systems. A lot of work is going on worldwide in reducing the
inductance of spark gap switches by varying gap, pressure, dielectric configuration and
gap medium etc. Several models also have been developed to understand the inductance
of spark gap channels. Different theories like town-send breakdown mechanism,
avalanche model etc. tries to explain the phenomena reasonably well within their
limitations [39]. However, pulsed breakdown phenomena, mostly, depends on
experimental results, analysis of the results and empirical formulas. These are provided
by J.C.Martin etal. for use in engineering and technological applications [40]. Lots of
useful data: results of experiments and calculations are given by Yu.P. Raizer [41] .
Paschen curve is used worldwide for understanding of gas discharges for wide range of
applications. Petrovic et al. have validated the same even to micro discharge ranges [42].
Experimental results in case of gaseous breakdown exhibit statistical variation [43]. This
is mostly attributed to purity of the experimental medium and effect of polluting particles
in it. In high voltage breakdown, it is mostly believed, that affect of unwanted small
particles in the experimental medium affect the experimental results drastically [39].
Many literatures emphasize the importance of secondary electrons in high voltage
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breakdown phenomena [44]. Studies carried out in different gas medium to understand
the breakdown phenomena in gases, are reported in literatures [45].
2.5.1 Analytical calculation of arc channel inductance
Theoretical modeling of sparkgap channels are done by P. Persephonis, K. Vlachos, C.
Georgiades, and J. Parthenios and attempted to match with experimental observations
[34]. The inductance of an arc discharge has been modeled and a mathematical formula
given for the arc inductance in terms of its geometrical dimensions by the authors in his
paper. This formula agrees with the experimental results and can be used to determine the
arc-channel radius within a specified operating range. Inductance measurements have
been taken for various values of pressure, inter-electrode distance and applied voltage in
a triggered spark gap. The dependence of inductance upon these parameters has been
explained through the existing variations of the arc-channel cross section. Two
mechanisms have been identified responsible for the variations of inductance. The first is
diffusion and the second is the tendency of the current channel to vary diameter with
pressure, inter-electrode distance and applied voltage.
2.5.2 Thermal profile of arc channel
Thermal characteristics of sparkgap channel are calculated by Ryo Ono et al. [35, 36]
analytically, to understand thermal phenomena of the arc channel. During the period of
switching, arc channel resistance changes from very high value of several mega Ohms
(almost open circuit) to very low (almost short circuit) of few mili Ohms. Radius of the
channel and inductance also becomes time varying, as current flowing through the arc
channel changes. The rotational and vibrational temperatures of the N2 molecule were
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measured in the capacitance spark discharge in air by Reza Najafzadeh and Ernest E.
Bergmann [36]. The discharge voltage was 3.0–3.5 kV and the discharge energy was
0.03–1 mJ. The rotational and vibrational temperatures were estimated at approximately
500 K and 5000 K, respectively, independent of the discharge energy. This indicates that
most of the electron energy is consumed for the excitation of vibrational levels. The
expansion of the shock front of a laser-triggered, atmospheric air spark was studied by
shadow photography with a transversely excited atmospheric UV nitrogen laser. It was
found that the shock front of the short spark (0.5 mm) was cylindrical. Within a few
nanoseconds of spark formation the diameter of the spark channel grows with time and
the index of refraction is less than the surrounding gas.
2.5.3 Calculation of composition of arc plasma
Literatures narrate the elaborate methodology of calculation of arc plasma as function of
temperature. By using Saha’s equation, it is possible to calculate the ionization fraction of
gases. S. Kuhlbrodt categorically details the methodology of calculations, to analyze the
percentage of different ions and electrons fraction present in gas plasma [46]. For
different gases i.e. Argon, sulphar hexa fluoride, nitrogen etc. it is possible to calculate
the composition of plasma from its temperature. Ion fractions are function of temperature,
ionization energies and spin factors of atoms. All other required physical parameter data
are available in chemistry hand books. The methodology of calculation and results for
different gases are given in many literatures published in reputed journals.
P. Swarbrick mentions [47] that composition of the SF6 arc plasma can be determined by
solving the various equations governing the gas particles of the plasma. Also, the
electrical and thermal conductivities can be calculated; calculated results are in
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reasonable agreement with measured values obtained by Motschmann (1966). The
significant differences between the properties of the SF6 plasma and those of nitrogen
have been shown to account for the different characteristics of the static arc and the
transient circuit-breaker arc in the two gases. P. Swarbrick mentions that at low
temperatures, the formation of negative fluorine ions in the plasma drastically reduces the
electrical conductivity and results in the SF6 arc gap being able to withstand very high
rates of rise of recovery voltage following a critical current zero. In general the thermal
conductivity of the SF6 arc plasma is lower than that of nitrogen, thus explains, higher
temperature gradients and lower voltage gradients, which had been experimentally
observed in SF6 arcs. In the literature [48] by Yasunori Tanaka etal, particle composition of
plasma at 0.1 MPa in two temperature states was theoretically calculated, in which
electron temperature is higher than gas temperature.
Similar work on nitrogen plasma has been carried out by P.Andre. It has been reported
[49] that ion composition of nitrogen plasma can be calculated using analytical equations.
Analytically calculated results and practical data are reported thoroughly. Calculation of
ion composition of noble gas plasmas have been carried out by S. Kuhlbrodt et al. They
have summarized the experimental data for the electrical conductivity of noble gas
plasmas which were obtained over a few decades from explosively driven shock-wave
experiments [46]. These results show a transition from nonmetallic to metallic-like
behavior at high pressures. This transition can be explained qualitatively by pressure
ionization of neutral atoms and the subsequent excitation of higher ionization stages.
While the general tendencies in the behavior of the electrical conductivity are reproduced
by the present theoretical approach, a detailed comparison of the equation of state data
with experimental results is still lacking.
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2.5.4 Estimation of conductivity of arc channel
Bottin et al. have explained the methodology of calculating plasma properties from its ion
composition [50]. Throughout this paper they have reviewed the state-of-the-art of
accurate models for transport properties of collision-dominated dilute perfect gas
mixtures at low pressures and high temperatures, conditions which, in the aerospace field,
are mostly encountered in the domains of high-speed and (re)entry flights, high-enthalpy
facilities, and combustion processes. The accurate computation of the transport
coefficients requires the knowledge of a broad spectrum of physical processes, accurate
collision data and rigorous programming techniques.
Transport properties of collision-dominated dilute perfect gases can be computed by
following the analysis of Chapman and Enskog [50], a statistical mechanics description
of a mixture of particles subject to elastic binary collisions. The model described in the
literature is valid provided that the plasma remains collision-dominated at all times,
implying that the chemical reactions have no influence on the collisions, that the Debye
length remains small, that the Coulomb potential is effectively screened, and that the
plasma is un-magnetized. The analysis uses the hypothesis of small electron mass to
simplify the expressions and it allows for weak thermal non-equilibrium conditions.
Using the classical spectral decomposition of the first-order perturbation of the
equilibrium solution of the Boltzmann equation, expressions for the coefficients of
viscosity, heavy species thermal conductivity, electron thermal conductivity, electrical
conductivity and diffusion velocities can be expressed in terms of Laguerre–Sonine
polynomials. The internal energy states are treated by way of Eucken’s approximation.
All the detailed expressions have been provided in this literature; they only require
accurate values of the collision integrals between the species considered in the mixture.
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The transport coefficients appear as solutions of linear systems of equations. The present
model is recommended in all types of applications since it outperforms the so-called
mixture rules approximate models in both speed and accuracy. Accurate collision
integrals constitute the key parameter in the accuracy of the coefficients. Several sources
of data have been referenced, and results for air mixtures provide examples of the
sensitivity of the computed values to the collision integrals used. The most classical
interaction potentials used today have been presented as background information. Finally,
this review paper examines some analytical developments which can be carried out in the
important practical case of thermo-chemical equilibrium conditions.
2.5.5 Application of numerical methods to estimate arc channel inductance
Many problems in scattering theory can be reduced to mathematical formulae containing
the classical angle of deflection and the scattering phase shift. Since these values have
often to be evaluated a large number of times in a single problem, it is important that they
should be evaluated as efficiently as possible. For solving of deflection angle effective
methodology is suggested by F. J. Smith [51].
With advancement of computer technology and simulation techniques, attempts has been
made in critically analyzing the phenomena of arc channel formation and related dynamic
variation of resistance, arc radius, current distribution and arc inductance. Numerical
methodology has been used by Han & Han to calculate arc channel characteristics
numerically [22]. Authors have found that, time dependent inductance of the field
distortion spark gap largely influence the rise time of the output pulse of the pulsed
power device. A new parameter estimation model, which used DFP imitation Newton
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method and four rank Runge-Kutta method, has been built. The value of the calculated
inductance corresponds to that from experiment.
2.6 Conclusion

J.M. Lehr, C.E. Baum, W.D. Prather and F. J. Agee discusses the issues related to arc
channel characteristics and ultrafast sparkgap switching in designing UWB generators
[33]. The peak achievable rise time has been examined in three ways: investigation of
critical carrier production rate to produce an electron avalanche which results in closure
of a gaseous spark gaps; an examination of the limits imposed by the propagation of an
electromagnetic wave in transmission line encased spark gap; the third method results
from a circuit model of the sparkgap after breakdown. Results reported by the authors are
in good agreement to their calculations.
In this thesis, all these previously reported work is ensemble to analytically find out arc
channel inductance of a spark gap switch. Analytical model of A.Wells has been
enhanced with numerical calculations. Code has been developed to calculate electrical
parameters of the arc channel for a small time step. Temperature distribution of arc
channel has been calculated using the same code and joule heating concepts [37]. Once
temperature of the arc channel and its distribution is known, ion composition of the
plasma is calculated following the methodologies given by S. Kuhlbrodt [46] and
P.Andre [49]. These results are used to calculate transport properties of gas plasma and
electrical conductivity of the same using Chapman- Enskog equations given by Bottin et
al. [50]. Electrical conductivity of plasmas as function of temperature is also readily
available in many literatures. Those data tables can also be directly used for the purpose
of calculations. These calculations are iterated for each time step to find out evolution of
arc channel. This code is incorporated with external circuit elements, for calculation of
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loop current and its effect on the arc channel evolution. These calculation methodologies
and results obtained thereby are narrated in chapter 3 in detail.
For validation of the simulation results obtained in chapter 3, experimental setups are
developed. Two different experimental setups are developed for experiments. Small
experimental setup is designed for low voltage operation and can handle gas pressure up
to 5 kg/cm2. Detailed description of this experimental setup is given in chapter 4.
Methods of experimentally measuring sparkgap inductance and validating the same with
simulation results are narrated in chapter 5. For high pressure, high voltage experiments
another experimental set up have been developed. This setup can go up to 1 MV and
handle gas pressure up to 40 kg/cm2. Details of this experimental setup are elaborated in
chapter 6. Experimentally obtained results, experimental errors, method to derive arc
channel inductance from the raw data and comparison of the same with simulation results
are described in chapter 7 in detail.
An attempt has been made to calculate and experimentally verify the behavior of arc
channel with time and resulting inductances thereby, in this thesis. Previously, significant
work has been carried out in understanding plasma, its composition, thermal and
electrical conductivity and other properties. Results of these studies are interpreted in the
context of arc channel plasma, and thereby variations of arc channel inductance in a
particular circuit. This study and its validation thereafter, in this thesis, will pave path for
design of sparkgap switches for high voltage low inductance applications i.e. Ultra Wide
band systems in future.
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Chapter 3

Simulation of spark gap inductance
High voltage sparkgap arc channels are studied worldwide over the years. It has lots
of applications in different fields of pulsed power technology (both industrial &
strategic). Till date sparkgaps are considered to be the most reliable, rugged and low
cost switch for high voltage applications. Even though, this is widely used historically
across the world, still the technology of sparkgap operation lacks complete
understanding. Behavioral unpredictability, shot to shot variations and involved
complicated physics inside the device operation makes understanding of the device
very difficult. Till date, several empirical formulae and experimentally reported data
are mostly used for design of sparkgaps. During firing of a sparkgap a thin arc
channel is formed between two electrodes of a sparkgaps. Arc grows and changes its
properties with time till its extinction. During this period arc channel resistance
changes from very high value of several mega Ohms (almost open circuit) to very low
(almost short circuit) of few mili-Ohms and current flowing through the arc channel
also changes with time. The phenomenon of high voltage breakdown is reasonably
explained using Townsend or streamer theory. But these theories do not enlighten
about arc channels electrical and physical parameters like radius, inductance, current
distribution and temperature distribution. In this research work, it has been attempted
to numerically estimate these physical parameters of an arc channel during transient
growth of arc.
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3.1 Problem formulation
To formulate such complicated phenomena some definite solvable model of the
whole process is required. For understanding growth of arc channel, a model has been
suggested by A.Wells etal in the year of 1969 [37]. This comprehensive model is
used for numerical calculation of the above phenomena. This model suggested that
arc channel can be assumed as a collection of hollow cylindrical conducting channels.
Conductivities of these channels are function of their temperature. With the initiation
of arc channel (at some point on the electrode) a very thin cylindrical channel of
current flows through the medium. Corresponding channel gets heated up due to
Joule heating. Temperature of the channel goes up bringing down the resistivity of
that channel further and increasing the current density. Temperature of the
surrounding cylindrical channels also goes up due to thermal diffusion and so does
the current density. Gradually arc channel spreads and naturally decides its own
dimension or radius. Calculation of this whole process involves plasma physics,
ionization of gases at high temperature, electrical & thermal conductivity of gas
plasma and specific heat of gas molecules. In this project this phenomena has been
attempted to simulate using numerical techniques assuming that sparkgap switch is
being used for discharging a capacitor.
3.2 Assumptions in the simulation
Sparkgap arc channel model developed for estimation of arc channel inductance and
current distribution, has following assumptions:

1. Sparkgap is assumed to have parallel plate configuration and arc channel is
cylindrical in structure.
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2. Gas medium is homogeneous and does not contain any impurity.
3. Temperature and pressure of the gas medium is uniform at the beginning of the
simulation i.e. t = 0;
4. Pressure of the gas is constant throughout the simulation period.
5. Arc channel is uniform longitudinally and azimuthally. Only radial variation of
temperature and plasma condition is considered.
6. Mobility of electrons are much higher than atoms and ions, hence it is assumed
that electrons are only mobile particle in the plasma.
7. To find out plasma composition Saha’s equation is used. This equation is best
suited for steady state plasma. Here it is assumed that for a single time step of
simulation, plasma is stable.
8. Convection loss is considered to be negligible. Only radiation loss is considered
for calculation of temperature inside the arc channel.
9. Pulse forming line is considered as loss less one and sparkgap switch is assumed
as an ideal switch with internal series inductance and resistance.
10. Load is assumed as ideal resistive load without any lead inductance. All the
distributed lead inductance of the circuit is assumed as lumped inductance.
3.3 Description of the program code
The model of arc channel as suggested by A.Wells conceptualizes an arc channel as
collection of hollow cylindrical conducting channels. Conductivity of these channels
is function of temperature of those plasmas. To simulate this condition program is
divided into four sub programs
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i)

Subprogram to calculate circuit voltage and current.

ii)

Subprogram to calculate thermal distribution of the arc channel.

iii)

Subprogram to calculate resistance of arc channel.

iv)

Subprogram to calculate inductance of arc channel.
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High voltage
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(a) Diagram of typical circuit arrangement used for simulation
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(b) Sparkgap switch inductance

Fig.3.1 Equivalent circuit diagram of capacitor discharge
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Circuit shown in figure 3.1(a) describes the equivalent circuit diagram of the code.
This circuit is composed of an energy storage capacitor, sparkgap switch and a load
resistor. Sparkgap switch is assumed as an ideal switch with time varying resistance
and inductance, connected in series to it. In this code, currents are calculated at every
time step due to application of initial capacitor voltage at time = 0; voltage across the
sparkgap, inductance and resistance parameters of the sparkgap are taken from other
subprograms. All the calculations are carried out using Kirchhoffs’ equation shown in
equation number (3.1).
.

+( +

)

+ ( +

) =

(3.1)

Where, I is the current in the loop; V is the initial voltage in the capacitor; R is

the

loop resistance; Rs is resistance of sparkgap arc channel; Ls is inductance of the
sparkgap arc channel.
With every time step increment in current is calculated in the circuits assuming all
other parameters are constant at that small instant of time.
In experiments described in following section pulse forming lines are used in place of
a lumped capacitor. In practice when a capacitor discharges as a pulse forming line
transient equations are different than that of lumped assumptions of capacitor. To
understand behavior of the switch during discharge from pulse forming line different
equations are used. Instead of charged capacitor an ideal square pulse with source
impedance of Z0 (characteristic impedance of pulse forming line) is assumed and
equations are modified as follows
( +

)

+ ( +

+

) =

for 0 < t < 
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)

+ ( +

+

) = 0 for otherwise

(3.2)

Where, Z0 is the characteristics impedance of the pulse forming line.
Second sub program calculates temperature and conductivity of the arc channel. Arc
channel is assumed as collection of ‘n’ number of coaxial hollow cylinders (these
coaxial hollow cylindrical sub unit of arc channels are called kernels). Current
flowing through these kernels is an input from first sub program.
Heat generated in each kernel rises the temperature of the kernel and that of adjoining
kernels. To find out temperature rise in different kernels thermal diffusion equation is
used. It is assumed that heat energy transfers by thermal conductivity of the gas
plasma. Temperature rise in the kernel is calculated by mass of the gas in the kernel
and specific heat of the gas plasma at the constant pressure. Equation (3.3) is used for
calculation of rise of temperature of the arc channel kernels.
The code written has three main parts i.e. circuit simulating part, arc channel thermal
calculation part and arc channel resistance, inductance and current distribution
calculation part. Circuit simulation part calculates voltage and current of the circuit at
each small interval ‘dt’ assuming resistance and inductance of the system remains
constant for that small period of time. Then thermal calculation part calculates the
change in temperature in each element during the smallest elemental period and
calculates new temperature distribution. A look up table correlates temperature with
plasma conductivity of certain gas plasma and the third part of the program finds out
new current distribution, equivalent resistance and equivalent inductance of arc
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channel to offer. The process iterates for the whole span of period for which
simulation has to be done. Circuit diagram and equations involved are shown below.
( )

−

( )+

( )

=0

(3.3)

Where, σ(T) = electrical conductivity of plasma at temperature T; K(T) = thermal
conductivity of plasma at temperature T; r is radius of arc channel; Cp = specific heat
of gas plasma at pressure P; E = electric field inside arc channel.
In this equation the first term represents the amount of energy deposited into a kernel,
second term defines the change in temperature due to heating and the third term
represents heat energy conduction to adjacent kernels. Using this equation
temperature distribution of the arc channel can be estimated at any instant of time. It
should be noted that only one dimensional variation is considered for carrying out
solutions assuming radial and axial symmetry in the arc channel.
In this equation electrical conductivity and thermal conductivity of gas plasma used
for calculation. These values are function of temperature. Standard tables for these
values of many gases are available. However calculation of the same also can be done
using plasma equations [50]. At a certain temperature composition of plasma can be
calculated using Saha equation [49].
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Fig.3.2 Conductivity of nitrogen gas at different pressure with temperature
Transport matrix equation and Chapman Enskog equation [50] can be used to find out
conductivity of any gas plasma at a particular temperature. However, these values are
mostly suitable assuming stable plasma condition. In figure (3.2) electrical
conductivity of N2 gas plasma at different temperature is plotted. These are calculated
values and matches reasonably with reported literature data. However for gases like
SF6 calculations are much complicated. Hence for calculation, published literature
data are used.
After calculation of temperature and conductivity of arc channel kernels equivalent
resistances is calculated using equation (3.4).
=

[

( )

( ).

]

(3.4)
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Where, Rs is equivalent sparkgap resistance; I is the loop current; Rarc(n) = Resistance
of nth arc channel kernel. i(n) is current through nth arc channel kernel.
In this equation numerator represents the total heat energy deposited in the arc
channel and denominator represents square of the total current. Assuming that equal
amount of active energy would have been consumed if the combination of resistances
of arc channel kernels is replaced by single sparkgap resistance of value Rs.
Similar calculations for finding equivalent inductance of the arc channel are also
carried out. But in this case calculations are little more complicated because of mutual
coupling. Hence to address this issue, again energy equivalence concept is used. Here
it may be mentioned that using energy equivalence concept for finding equivalent
circuit parameters is easier as it involves calculation of scalar parameters only.
For calculation of inductance of each arc channel kernel, total flux encircling the arc
channel kernel is calculated. This flux is summation of all the flux created by all the
arc channel kernels simultaneously. Change in flux is calculated in each time step
and by dividing the same with change in current in nth arc channel kernel, inductance
is calculated. Equation (3.5) represents the same in mathematical form.

( )=

[∑

( )

]

(3.5)

Where, Larc(n) is the inductance of nth arc channel kernel; Фmn is flux produced by
mth arc channel kernel enclosed by nth arc channel.
To calculate equivalent inductance total magnetically stored energy is used. As it is
known that 0.5LI2 is equal to the total magnetically stored energy, hence both are
equated to find out equivalent inductance of the arc channel using formula in equation
(3.6).
=

(∑

( )) [2

( ) ].

(3.6)
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Where, r(n) is radius of nth arc channel kernel, Bm(n) is magnetic flux density at r(n)
radius created by current flowing through mth arc channel kernel.
Calculated inductance is returned back to first subprogram for next time step
calculations.
Here it is important to mention that better accuracy in calculations can be achieved
with smaller time step and higher number of arc channel kernels. However, smaller
step size in time and space increases simulation time. Moreover it is important to
mention that too many coupled complicated equations often has tendency to diverge
and become unstable. Hence, it requires some trial and error in getting stable
comprehensive results. However, these simulations are found to work reliably in the
domain of interest. Never the less, computer consumes lot of memory in executing
these programs.
Flow chart of the program is shown below for ease of understanding. Program begins
with the first block i.e. “Start calculation with first lead of electrons bridge the
electrode gap at t = 0”. Then in the second block it calculates temperature rise in the
arc channel kernel and its adjacent kernels; for this calculation it goes to a
subprogram and returns to the main program with results (shown with bidirectional
arrows).
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Fig.3.3 Flow chart for calculation of time varying arc channel characteristics
Then in the third block it calculates change in conductance of the arc channel kernels
via preset data table. Then in the fourth block arc channel resistance and inductance is
calculated through another subprogram. After calculating voltage and current in the
circuit this sequence is repeated with increased time step.

Most significant of obtained simulated data are voltage across the
capacitor, current through the sparkgap, resistance of the sparkgap and inductance of
the sparkgap. Current density inside the arc channel also can be found in the
simulation. These time varying data are plotted below in the table as a typical
example solution. It is interesting to find that arc channel radius varies significantly
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with change in pressure of the gas. In figure 3.4, results of two simulations
simulatio are
compared for their arc channe
channell radius. It is found that arc channel radius at 1 kg/cm2
is much thicker than that of 5 kg/cm2. Correspondingly their inductance values are
also significantly different. Importance of those results will be discussed in the course

Voltage (V)

of the thesis in followin
following chapters.

Time(s)

Current (A)

Fig. 3.4(a) Voltage across the capacitor

Time(s)

Fig. 3.4(b) Current through the circuit (I)
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Inductance (H)

Time(s)

Current density (A/mm2)

Current density (A/mm2)

Fig. 3.4(c) Inductance of sparkgap
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Fig. 3.4(d) Arc channel with 1 atm
pressure

100

0

100
m

Fig. 3.4(e) Arc channel with 5 atm
pressure

3.4 Results and discussion
Results shown in figure 3.4 are typical output of the program displayed after post
processing. In figure 3.4 (a) voltage of the energy storage capacitor is shown. With
onset sparkgap switch, voltage of the capacitor reduces and energy gets transferred
tra
to
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load. Figure 3.4(b) shows a typical current waveform. Current flowing through the
sparkgap arc channel increases with time depending on the external circuit parameters
and parameters of the sparkgap. Figure 3.4 (c) shows inductance of the arc channel
spark gap. Here it should be mentioned that simulation result of 1 pico second is only
shown in these screens. In figure 3.4 (d) and 3.4 (e), current density distribution of
spark gap arc channel is shown. As mentioned previously, this simulation assumes
axial and azimuthal symmetry. For ease of visualization, current profile has been
plotted in 3-D using a post processing program. It can be noticed in the figure 3.4 (d)
and 3.4 (e) that radius of arc channel is different in both the cases. Arc channel in
case of 1 kg/cm2 nitrogen pressure is shown in figure 3.4 (d) whereas in figure 3.4 (e)
arc channel is exhibited for 5 kg/cm2 atmospheric pressure. It is observed that arc
channel diameter gets thinner with increase in gas pressure. As a consequence of that,
difference in inductance of arc channel is also observed with increase in pressure.
Detailed study of variation of arc channel inductance with pressure of gas is discussed
in following chapters. It is also observed that arc channel diameter depends on the
type of gas used. With variation of gas medium the very nature of plasma with
temperature becomes different. As a consequence of that, arc channel radius is
observed to be different for different gases. In lighter gases i.e. nitrogen argon etc.
formation of conducting plasma takes place easily, hence larger arc channel diameter
is observed. Whereas in case of heavier gas molecules i.e. SF6 etc. growth of arc
plasma is slow and arc channel is much thinner. This causes different gas medium arc
channels to exhibit different inductances under similar condition.
As the simulation repeats with time steps, many time varying data are also available
as output. It is difficult to appreciate them without proper post processing. Growth of
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arc channel with time is one of such data of extreme importance. It is observed that,
with time arc channel grows in radius and amplitude. Results depicting growth of arc
channel with time is displayed in figure 3.5. Figure 3.5(a) shows the arc channel after
10 ps, figure 3.5(b) shows arc channel after 50 ps and figure 3.5(c) shows arc channel
after 90 ps. It can be observed that diameter of arc channel increases with time. Here
it should be noted that inductance of an arc channel is a logarithmic function of its
diameter. Hence, change in arc channel diameter does not increase or decrease
inductance in equal proportion. However, with increase of arc channel diameter
inductance reduces and vice versa. This simulation gives an interesting insight of the
arc channel behavior during firing of sparkgap switches. This simulation is based on a
certain model and elaborates behavior of arc channel dynamically with time. It
exhibits behavioral differences inside arc channel while the medium, geometry or
physical parameters like pressure and temperature of sparkgap is altered. These
interesting phenomena and results obtained from this simulation provide definitive
directions (i.e. for design of high voltage low inductance sparkgap switches, high
pressure operation is more preferred compared to increase in gap between electrodes)
in design of sparkgaps for critical applications of ultra wide band system.
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Fig. 3.5 (a) Arc channel after 10 pico second

Fig. 3.5 (b) Arc channel after 50 pico second

Fig. 3.5 (c) 90 pico second of commencement
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3.5 Simulation of V-I characteristics
Voltage across the arc channel and current flowing through the arc channels are
calculated and plotted against each other. It is found that voltage across the arc
channel is not monotonous with increase in current. Rather simulation results shows
that initially with increase in current voltage increase gradually up to a limit then
starts decaying slowly. After a certain point voltage again rises up and then suddenly
collapses drastically. Initial rising part in figure 3.7 indicates increase in voltage and
initiation of Townsend breakdown. Following part of the curve is known as normal
glow discharge region. In this region plasma is feeble due to low current and in
contact with only a small part of cathode surface. In this region voltage and current
are relatively independent to each other. With increase in current, contact surface of
plasma and electrode increases and finally plasma covers the entire electrode. This
region is known as abnormal glow discharge region. In this region voltage increases
significantly with increase in total current.

Fig. 3.6. Regimes of the classical DC electrical discharge [61]
Finally at a certain point, arc plasma becomes sufficiently hot and cumulative
ionization and increase in current density initiates causing fast collapse of voltage.
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This
is is known as arc discharge. Obtained V
V-II profile for normal atmospheric pressure
nitrogen gas is shown below. This curve significantly matches with well known V
V-I
characteristics of gas discharge shown in figure 3.6 [61]. Different zones are also
identified
ied from their trend. This is an attempt to explain the tra
trans
nsient gas discharge
phenomena using a single model based on thermodynamic condition of gas plasma.
This profile shows the versatility of the code developed for study of the arc channel
inductance of sparkgap.
parkgap. Different studies can be carried out using this same code and
validating the same experimentally. In this thesis basic attention has been given to
inductance of arc channel, simulation, measurement and validation of the same.
Details of the experimental studies and comparison of the same with simulated results
are narrated in following chapters.

Abnormal glow discharge region

Voltage (V)

Normal glow discharge

Arc
discharge
region

Current (A)
Fig. 3.7. Simulated V-I characteristics of nitrogen arc channel showing different discharge region
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3.6 Runaway electrons and ionization waves
It has been reported in literature, that at the nanosecond breakdown of different gases
at atmospheric pressure and above, runaway electrons are generated, which produce
X-ray radiation while decelerated in a gas at the anode [53]. The runaway electrons
are generated, when an anode cathode gap is subjected to high voltage pulse of
extreme fast rise time (< 1 ns). The mechanism of generating the runaway electrons in
gas-filled gaps depends on the experimental conditions. Cathode surfaces, though
usually mirror polished, still consists of lot of micro-projections on its surface. As
high voltage is applied across the gap huge field enhancement takes place at the tip of
these micro-projections. Due to the field enhancement of the cathode and cathode
holder surface, field emission from the cathode at the leading edge of the voltage
pulse is observed. Moreover, plasma is formed at the surface of the cathode (usually
contains vaporized cathode materials and adsorbed gases in the cathode). These
electrons gain acceleration under the high electric field present across the gap.
Moving away from the sharp points of cathode fast electrons lose their energy mainly
due to collision with particles in the gas gap region. As a result, ionization of gas
molecules and further multiplication of electrons take place. Secondary and fieldemission electrons initiate the development of electron avalanches. As the
concentration of electrons increased a streamer is formed and a relatively dense
plasma front produced near the cathode, starts moving from the cathode to the anode.
As the plasma grows, the gap between the plasma front and the anode becomes
smaller. This results in increase of effective electric field in the gap and a critical field
Ecr is attained for initiation of runaway mode. The value of Ecr, can be estimated by
using α(Ecr, p)d = 1 criterion, where α is the first Townsend coefficient, p is the gas
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pressure and d is the inter-electrode gap. However, this criterion was obtained for the
gaps with a uniform electric field and small initial energies of electrons. With an
increase in the initial electron energy, electrons move to the run-away mode at lower
Ecr field values [54]. Electron energy increases with time both due to higher voltage
in the gap (as voltage pulse has a fast rise time, voltage increases with time) and
because of the effect of field enhancement caused by travel of ionization wave. The
cathode plasma front moves from the cathode to the anode simultaneously with the
beam electrons. Part of the energy of runaway electrons cause ionization in the gap
and ensures forward movement of the ionization wave. The restriction in electron
beam pulse duration occurs due to the gap between anode and cathode is bridged with
the ionization wave causing equalization of the electric field in the gas gap. The
formation of a streamer initiates from the formation of electron avalanches. When the
field strength of the space charge in an avalanche becomes comparable with the
strength of the external field in the gap, a streamer is formed. The runaway electrons
move towards the anode faster and hence, they cannot produce initial electrons in
front of the cathode-directed streamer. However, when runaway electrons are
decelerated in a gas, they generate X-ray radiation, which produces sufficient initial
electrons in the gap to sustain the streamer. Thus, during discharges of subnanosecond time order, movement of the ionization wave front and of the streamer to
the anode is caused by the runaway electrons. They are accelerated due to the
concentration of the electric field at the dense plasma boundary. The movement of the
ionization wave and the streamer towards the cathode is caused by enhancement of
the electric field at the boundary of the dense plasma. Ionization of this region is
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caused by X-ray radiation generated when the runaway electrons slows down in the
gas medium.
Most preferred conditions for generation of runaway electrons are as follows [55]:
1. High-voltage pulses with the maximum possible amplitude should be applied to
the gap at the time moment of Supershort Avalanche Electron Beam (SAEB)
generation.
2. The gas diode should have low inductance, smooth inner walls, and a stepless
transition to a flat anode.
3. A stainless-steel foil of thickness 50–100 μm should be used to fabricate the
cathode. The foil should be rolled up into a tube. Mostly used cathodes are of 610 mm diameter.
4. The beam current can be also increased at the expense of lower wave impedance
of the gas diode and a larger cathode area.
Role of runaway electron in the present analysis
In the present set of analysis and study of sparkgap arc channel, emphasis has been
given to growth of arc channel. Simulation code starts at the onset of streamer and
continues to calculate arc channel current distribution and inductance with time. This
spark gap switch under consideration supposedly connects pulse forming line to load
(copper sulphate load or antenna load) and not a load itself. Charging of pulse
forming line from MARX generator takes about 50 ns time span in the present
experimental set up. Spark gap switch, connected at the end of pulse forming line,
experiences the same voltage across its gaps. Significant runaway electrons are
caused by non uniform E-field of rise time less than a nanosecond, applied across a
gas gap. The phenomena of electron beam and allied ionization boundary gets over by
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few hundreds of Pico second. In this thesis, as the gap under scrutiny, experiences a
comparatively slow rise time of 50 ns, hence generation of runaway electron beam
will be significantly lower. Never the less, this will create some initial pre-ionization
before the streamer formation. As soon as streamer formation takes place, high
electrical field across the gas gap will seize to exist and any further ramification of
runaway electrons will be extremely insignificant. In this thesis, work has been
carried out to find the growth of this streamer with time. No calculations or
measurement prior to that is carried out. However, initial conditions assumed for
calculation may get affected by presence of runaway electron and ionization
boundary just before the onset of streamer. But, the degree and amplitude of such an
effect seems extremely small and difficult to quantitatively estimate to the accuracy
of simulation and experimentation available to us. In future, efforts may be given in
understanding the effect of runaway electrons and pre-ionization in arc channel
current distribution and inductance calculation.
3.7 Conclusion
In this chapter detailed discussion on the simulation code is carried out. This code has
four main sub programs and a post processing module. These subprograms are
written to calculate current and voltage at different nodes of the circuit, thermal and
electrical conductivity distribution inside arc channel kernels, resistance of the arc
channel and inductance of the arc channel. Post processing module elaborates the
obtained results in desired formats. Typical results obtained from this simulation code
are described in this chapter. Voltage, current and inductance change with time is
shown in figures. Arc channel current distribution is plotted for different gas
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pressures and varied time to understand their implications. However, this code has its
own limitations in calculating the extreme nonlinear coupled conditions. Step sizes
required for successful converging is extremely small i.e. in the range of femto
seconds. The program takes huge simulation time to simulate for even fraction of a
nanosecond. Some nonlinear parameters like thermal conductivity of gas plasma are
assumed to be constant at all temperature in this program, in practice it is a function
of temperature. Radiation loss of heat energy is not considered in the simulation,
though it may be considerable at higher arc channel temperature. These are the issues
which may to be addressed to fine tune the program in future and experiments need to
be conducted to calibrate and validate the code rigorously.
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Chapter 4
Development of 200 kV experimental set up
In this chapter detailed description of the experimental set up and method to measure
sparkgap inductance is narrated. Development of experimental set up plays a very
crucial role in experimentation, collection of data, analysis of data and validation of
simulation model described earlier in chapter 3. In this context it must be noted that
expected inductance of arc channel is in the range of tens of nano-Henry. Hence
extreme care needs to be taken in order to measure it. All the required measures are
taken to minimize errors in measurement. Details of the experimental set up and
methodology of measurement are narrated in this chapter. The setup consists of high
voltage power supply, MARX generator to charge PFL capacitor, pulse forming line
assembly; trigger supply for MARX generator, measuring instruments like voltage
divider and copper sulphate dummy load. MARX generator and pulse forming line
assembly needs gas pressurization for rated voltage operation. All the systems
required for developing the experimental set up, except 30 kV DC power supply, are
designed and fabricated in house. Divider calibrations are conducted with best
engineering practices to acquire most reliable data during experiments. Details of all
the components and experimental methodologies are described below.
4.1 Description of the Experimental system
Experimental system is mainly composed of three distinct components i.e. MARX
generator, pulse forming line and load cum divider assembly as shown in figure 4.1.
30 kV high voltage DC power supply is used for charging of the MARX generator.
MARX generator upon erection generates maximum of 250 kV voltage pulse to
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charge the pulse forming line. This pulse forming line discharges into a dummy
matched copper sulphate load of 60  through the sparkgap under test. 125 kV, 5 ns
voltage pulse is obtained across the load and measured using specially designed
divider assembly. Rise time of this voltage pulse is measured to calculate inductance
of the sparkgap. Detailed description of each components of the experimental setup is
given below.
HVDC
power
supply

MARX
generator

Pulse forming line with
low inductance sparkgap
switch

Load and
divider
assembly

Fig.4.1(a) Block diagram of experimental setup for measurement of sparkgap inductance
4.1.1 High Voltage power supply
Any capacitor charging power supply capable of delivering 30 kV to a capacitance of
35 nF can be used for the purpose of charging the MARX generator. Standard off the
shelf power supply made by M/S Spellman is used in this experiment. Depending on
the current rating of the power supply charging time of the system varies. For single
shot experiments low current rating power supplies (up to 50 mA) can be used
suitably.
4.1.2 MARX generator
This is a seven stage unipolar MARX generator. Each stage is composed of four 1.2
nF, 30 kV ceramic capacitor. All the stages are coaxially arranged to achieve low
inductance while erecting. These ceramic capacitors are having a disk with metal
fitting type electrode used for ultra high voltage applications. They are epoxy-
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Charging Inductors

Sparkgap alignment

Capacitors

Ground Inductors

Fig.4.1(b) Photograph of MARX generator
encapsulated and use strontium titanate as dielectric material. The diameter and
length of the capacitor is 38 mm and 26 mm respectively. In each stage 4 capacitors
connected in parallel between two copper plates which will hold them together. Other
sides of the copper plates are fitted with hemispherical electrodes of 15 mm diameter.
While placed in sequence, these SS made electrodes form interstage sparkgap
switches. Total eight numbers of spark gap switches all with an increasing gap
distance from 5 mm to 7 mm for first spark gap to 8th spark gap respectively are
used. Gaps between electrodes are adjusted by varying position of the capacitor
modules. Whole assembly is placed inside a hollow Perspex cylinder and arranged so
that sparkgap switches and capacitors are coaxially placed with respect to the
enclosing SS cylinder. The charging and discharging inductors are of solenoid types.

Each stage uses 8 H charging and ground inductors for charging of MARX
generators. The total Marx generator is enclosed in a metallic chamber made by
stainless steel which provides a return path for the discharge current. While operated
at normal atmospheric pressure, MARX generator charges up to 12 kV and charges
the pulse forming line to 120 kV upon erection. Output of the MARX generator can
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be controlled by varying N2 pressure up to 1 Kg/cm2.At 0.5 Kg/cm2 pressure MARX
generator erects at a charging voltage of 25 kV and charges the Pulse forming line to
250 kV voltage in 50 ns. The whole MARX structure is mounted on a movable trolley
for ease of mobility. Size of the MARX generator is about 750mm and it weighs
nearly 15 kg.
This MARX generator is fabricated assembled and tested separately before
connecting to the experimental set up. For testing of the MARX generator a copper
sulphate load of known impedance is used. MARX generator is charged upto 12 kV
and discharged into the load. A detail of this experiment is narrated in following
sections of this chapter.
4.1.3 Trigger supply
A trigger supply has been developed for controlled triggering of MARX generator. It
is an optically controlled, solid state based trigger supply and capable of generating
20 kV, 200 ns pulse suitably required for triggering of MARX generator. The trigger
supply is composed of a solid state switch BSM300GA120D IGBT (Eupec) and

TS136B Pulse Transformer (Perkin Elmer, EG&G). A 0.25 F, 1 kV energy storage
capacitor is charged to 600 V through a bridge rectifier. IGBT switch is used to
discharge the capacitor into the primary of pulse transformer. Here it must be
mentioned that the specific IGBT mentioned here has a turn on time of 30-40 ns. This
is a very important parameter for proper operation of the trigger supply. If the turn on
time is higher, sufficient energy of the capacitor gets dissipated in the IGBT. If
triggered suitably, capacitor discharges energy into transformer primary and a high
voltage pulse is correspondingly generated at the secondary of the pulse transformer.
Leakage inductance of the pulse transformer decides the rise time of the voltage pulse
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and current through the IGBT switch. Pulse transformer should be suitably selected
based on its core cross sectional area, so as to avoid core saturation during operation.
A Diode L33F250 (Siemens) is used for freewheeling the current through the primary
coil to protect the IGBT from reverse biasing. Figure 4.2 shows Circuit diagram of
the assembly.

Fig.4.2 Circuit diagram showing IGBT based trigger supply

Fig.4.3 Trigger assembly with handheld controller unit
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Upon firing, a 20 kV pulse is obtained at the secondary of the pulse tra
transformer. The
pulse transformer
former is a 1:30 step up pulse transformer
former and requires capacitive isolation
from the triggered electrode of the MARX generator. Moreover
Moreover,, core of the pulse
transformer
former must be grounded suitably to avoid damage of IGBT during erection of
MARX generator. The voltage required for triggering the spark--gap at the trigger
terminal is 6 – 8 kV in air, the system is designed to supply maximum of 220 kV, 200
ns pulse. For safety of the personal it is good practice to have optical interface
between operators and trigger supply. Hence, tri
trigger
gger control unit is designed to get
actuated via optical signal and optical signal is generated using a hand held battery
powered unit. Photograph of the trigger generator is shown in figure 4.3. Upon
triggering the hand held unit an optical signal of 1 ss reaches the controller and

generates trigger signal for IGBT. IGBT upon firing generates trigger pulse of 20 kV,
200 ns which trigger the MARX generator to charge pulse forming line to 250 kV. A
measured typical trigger pulse is shown in figure 4.4.

10kV

Voltage

8kV

4 kV

0 kV

0 ns

400 ns

600 ns

Time

800 ns

1000 ns

Fig. 4.4. Measured triggering voltage waveform at first spark gap
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4.1.4 Pulse forming line

Pulse forming line is a coaxial transmission line. If charged to a voltage V and
discharged using a very fast switch into a matched load, it can generate a square pulse
of V/2 amplitude across the load. This coaxial transmission line can be modelled as
infinitely long L-C-L pi network as shown in figure 4.5. Initially all the capacitors are
charged to voltage V and then the switch is closed at time t = 0;

Fig.4.5 Typical equivalent circuit diagram of Pulse forming Line with final switch
and antenna load
This circuit is analysed by assuming a DC voltage source of amplitude V is
discharged into load impedance of ZL through internal impedance of ZOC. Where ZOC
is defined as input impedance of the line with load is at open circuit.
For infinite transmission line input impedance is defined as

=

( )

4.1

( )

Where Zr is the impedance connected at the receiving end, Z0 is the characteristic
impedance of the transmission line, l is length of the line and  = j√ (LC) in loss
less transmission line.
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Hence, Thevenin’s equivalent impedance of this transmission line can be calculated
as
= lim

4.2

→

Hence, it can be written using equation (4.1) and (4.2) that
=

( )

coth( )

=

4.3

If the circuit in figure 4.6 is solved in Laplace domain using equation (4.3) we can get
that

( )=

=

(

4.4

)

Here it can be noted that ZOC can be represented as Z0 coth(sδ) in frequency domain.
Where, δ is defined as travelling time of the wave front from one end of the
transmission line to other. In other words δ is defined as the ratio of length of the
transmission line to wave propagation velocity.
After certain mathematical manipulations it can be shown that

( )=

(

)

[1 −

+

− ⋯]

4.5

Therefore, if load impedance is equal to the characteristics impedance of the line, it
can be written that

( )=

4.6

If converted to time domain we get
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( )=

[1 − ( − 2 )]

4.7

Hence, if a pulse forming line is discharged into a matched load through a fast acting
sparkgap switch, a square voltage pulse is obtained. Pulse width of this pulse is
double the transit time of the wave front in the line and amplitude is half of charging
voltage of the line.
Using this principle, pulse forming line based experimental setup has been developed.
For making the pulse shaper two coaxial SS-304L cylinders are used. Perspex support
is used for maintaining the gap between them and providing mechanical support.
Cylinders are connected with gas filling arrangements and capable of handling up to
10 kg/cm2 pressure. It is compatible with N2, Ar and SF6 chemically. Outer diameter
of the inner cylinder is 60 mm and inner diameter of the outer cylinder is 180 mm.
these two coaxial conductors constitute a transmission line. Length of the cylinder is
approximately 600 mm. Hence, upon firing 5 ns pulse can be generated. Load cum
divider assembly is connected to one of the side flange of the cylindrical line. Gap
between inner cylinder and load assembly forms the sparkgap under test. This gap can
be manually adjusted for experimental purpose. This assembly is fitted with voltage
divider for measurement of charging voltage pulse.
4.2 Voltage divider

A copper sulphate voltage divider is designed and fabricated for measurement of
charging of pulse forming line from MARX generator. Photograph of the divider is
shown below in figure 4.6. This divider has two resistances connected in series. High
value resistance is of 1 k impedance and made up of aqua solution of copper
sulphate. Low value resistance is of 1  and made up of 10 numbers of 10  quarter
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watt carbon resistors. Voltage across the low value resistor is tapped using a 50 

resistor and measured using RG58 cable and oscilloscope with 50  terminations.
Calibration of the voltage divider is carried out against standard voltage dividers
applying low voltage pulse of 15 kV, 100 ns. Calibration factor of the divider is found
to be 1:2000.

Fig 4.6 photograph of PFL divider

4.3 Load-cum divider assembly

In designing an extremely fast responding voltage divider, the challenge is in the
reduction of inductance of the resistive components of the divider. A liquid resistor
fundamentally serves this purpose of inductance reduction. In standard electrolytic
voltage dividers, this is done using copper sulphate, sodium chloride, or potassium
chloride solutions. These types of dividers are good for the measurement of high
voltage pulses having rise times of few nanoseconds. In these types of voltage
dividers, R1 (the high side resistor of the divider) is usually made of electrolytes
whereas R2 (the low side resistor of the divider) is made up of small carbon resistors.
When measuring a high voltage pulse having sub-nanosecond rise time, all the
resistors should have low inductance and hence need to be made of electrolytic
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solutions. For suitable measurement of high voltage pulses, R1 should be about a kilo
Ohm whereas R2 should be few Ohms. A 50 Ω reflection dampener should also be in
place to avoid any reflection from the 50 Ω coaxial line that carries the signal to
measurement oscilloscope. The design has been done in a way that using same copper
sulphate solution, all the three resistive components can be realized. The geometry of
the structure is made so, that when filled with copper sulphate solution, all three
resistors have required impedance and exhibit fast rise time. R1 is measured as 250 Ω,
R2 is of 2 Ω, and reflection dampener is of 50 Ω. A coaxial load of 65 Ω is placed
over the voltage divider as a dummy load to achieve 60 Ω matched impedance. Figure
4.7 shows equivalent circuit diagram of the divider assembly.
The load and divider assembly are combined in a single geometry to ensure coaxial
arrangement of both the load and divider. This reduces lead inductances to the load
and divider simultaneously. This divider is made up of three coaxial Perspex
cylinders. Inner radius of the innermost cylinder is 7.5 mm. Outer radius of
intermediate cylinder is 15mmand inner radius of outermost cylinder is 23 mm.
Length of the assembly is 56 mm. A Perspex rod of 35 mm length and 7 mm radius is
placed inside the inner most cylinder, such that one of the flat surfaces of the Perspex
cylinder aligns with one flat surface of other Perspex cylinders. Another small
Perspex hollow cylinder of outer radius 1.5 mm, inner radius 1 mm, and 10 mm
length is placed coaxially aligning the other flat surface of the cylinders. A connector
is placed at the end of this small cylinder to connect the divider with measurement
port. Conducting metal flanges are connected on both the sides of the divider to
contain liquid inside. Copper sulphate solution of suitable concentration is filled in
the volume inside inner cylinder and region in between outer and intermediate
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cylinders. Whole assembly is sealed properly to avoid any leakage of the liquid.
Ground is connected to the flange where measurement connector is connected. Other
flange is connected with high voltage spark gap for measurement of voltage.
Simulated and fabricated structure of the divider is shown in Figures 4.8 and 4.9
respectively.
Input Pulsed Voltage

R1
RLOAD

C1
50

R2

To Oscilloscope

C2

Figure 4.7. Equivalent circuit diagram of the divider assembly
4.4 SIMULATIONS AND ANALYSIS
The design of an extremely fast resistive divider made of liquid resistors is sensitive
to frequency. Effects due to parasitic inductance and capacitance of the liquid resistor
are negligible at low frequency. As the frequency increases, these effects become
dominant and cause distortion in the pulse. Inductance of the liquid resistor can be
reduced by increasing the diameter, but reducing the effect of capacitance is
extremely difficult. Referring to figure 4.7, to nullify the effect of stray capacitances
R1C1 must be equal to R2C2. It is extremely difficult to design and fabricate divider to
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match the required C1 & C2 value. It can be shown that RC time constant of any
structure is equal to ρε, the product of electrical resistivity and permittivity of the
material. Hence, if same liquid can be used for making all the resistors of the divider
then this condition of R1C1 = R2C2 can be achieved. This will make the voltage
divider less sensitive to frequency.
Measured voltage at oscilloscope Vm can be expressed as

( )=

( )

=

( )

(4.8)

Multiplying numerator and denominator by s2C1 C2 we get
( )=

( )

(

(

)

(

)

)

(4.9)

Hence, if R1C1 = R2C2;
( )=

( )

(4.10)

From equation (4.10) it can be seen that the measured voltage becomes independent
of parasitic capacitance, and the sensitivity of the divider becomes frequency
independent. In practice it is extremely difficult to reach this condition at high
frequencies. But attempts to achieve this condition ensure lesser variation of
sensitivity with increase in frequency.
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Any liquid resistor made of aqua solution of chemicals like copper sulphate, sodium
chloride, potassium chloride etc. can be made in many shapes and sizes. Shape of the
container determines the shape of the resistor. Problems arise in calculating the stray
capacitances of non standard resistor shapes. To avoid this problem an innovative
approach has been developed. As stated earlier, the effect of these stray capacitances
can be nullified if R1C1 = R2C2. It can be shown that RC time constant of any material
(in this case copper sulphate solution) is equal to ρε. Where, ρ is resistivity of the
material and ε is the permittivity of the material. This is true for any shape or size of
the resistor provided that ρ and ε of the medium remains constant for the region of
interest. While the resistivity and permittivity of any aqua solution does not remain
perfectly constant, the variation of these parameters is generally negligible for the
present purpose.
Hence, if a single solution of copper sulphate is used to fabricate R1 & R2 of the
divider, then we can achieve a condition R1C1 = R2C2= ρε, as ρ & ε are property of
the solution and have no geometrical influence, hence this can be achieved. This
condition is used in designing and fabricating the copper sulphate divider to facilitate
the measurement of high voltage pulses of subnanosecond rise time and nanosecond
pulse widths.
To study the performance of this structure with pulsed voltages, a simulation was
carried out in CST microwave studio. The actual scenario of calibration is simulated
in the software i.e. discharge of a matched PFL (Pulse forming Line) is simulated
across the divider assembly.
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Load resistance

R2

R1

50

Pulse forming line

Fig. 4.8 Simulated structure of load cum divider assembly with matched PFL(raster is
10 mm X 10 mm)
The exact structural dimensions and physical parameters, including conductivity and
permittivity of the liquid are given as input parameters to the simulation.PFL is
charged to V voltage as an initial input and switch is closed at t = 15 ns. On
discharge, the PFL generates a square pulse across the load. The voltage that appears
across the load and across the output port of the simulated divider is shown in figure
4.10 figure 4.11. These waveforms, shown in the figures, match with each other
considering their profiles i.e FWHM (full width half maxima) and rise time.
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Voltage(MV)

Fig. 4.9 Fabricated structure of load cum divider assembly. (white line
indicates 10 mm length)

Time (ns)

Fig. 4.10 Simulated voltage pulse feed across divider
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Voltage(MV)

Time (ns)
Fig. 4.11 Simulated voltage pulse at output of divider
4.5 RESULTS AND CALIBRATION
A calibration procedure has been designed to study performance of the divider.
Calibration of the divider assembly is extremely important for practical use and
reliability. Calibration was carried out by discharging a matched Pulse forming line
(PFL) into the load assembly. Under perfect matched conditions the divider would
measure half the charging voltage as peak of the square pulse output. Hence, if the
PFL is charged to V voltage (DC), then on discharge, the output should be a square
pulse of amplitude V/2. The pulse width of the output pulse is determined by length
of the PFL. This experimental set up was developed for calibration of the divider
assembly. The schematic of the calibration set up is shown in figure 4.12. The PFL is
charged to 10 kV and then discharged into the divider assembly. The divider output is

measured using high frequency (6 GHz) oscilloscope with 50  termination. A
typical recorded waveform is shown in figure 4.13. Same experiment was repeated
four times to avoid effect of random errors in calibration. Readings were taken for
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charging voltage of 10 kV to 30 kV. Results are plotted in figure 4.14. The best fit
trend line is shown to determine the cali
calibration
bration factor, which was found to be 258:1.
The statistical variation in measurement and margin of errors in the reading are
calculated and shown below.

Pulse
forming
line

LOAD cum
Divider
assembly

50Ω BNC cable

HVDC
power
supply

Spark gap
switch

6GHz
Oscilloscope

HVDC voltmeter

Fig
Fig.4.12 Schematic of calibration set up
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Fig.4.13 Typical calibration waveform showing 55ns square pulse
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Fig 4.14. Divider calibration data

Fitting equation is y = mx

(4.11)

y = measured voltage peak in oscilloscope (Volts); x = expected load voltage across
load (kV) = half of PFL charging voltage (kV)
∑

= ∑(

(4.12)

)

= ∑(

)

−

(4.15)
= ∑(
=1−

−

)

(4.13)

= 0.993

(4.14)

Common standard deviation of error
= [ ∑

− ∑

] −

[ ∑
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− ∑

]

(4.15)

Standard deviation of error in slope (m)
=

[ ∑

− ∑

]

= .214

(4.16)

t-statistics for ±10% margin of error is
=

.

= 1.8
(

(4.17)

)

n = number of data points; d = degrees of freedom; Hence, probability of the
calibration factor being within ±10% is defined as
Pr{-1.8 < Tm <1.8} = 91.63%

(4.18)

This statistical analysis numerically elaborates repeatability and degree of confidence
in the developed instrument mentioned in this literature.

4.6 CIRCUIT SIMULATION OF EXPERIMENTAL SET UP
Electrical equivalent circuit of the subcomponents of the experimental setup is
simulated using standard softwares. All the spark gap switches are assumed to be
ideal switches with capacitance of 10 pF before closing. Inductance of 20 nH has
been placed in series to get results close to reality. In this context it should be
mentioned that the approximate values of sparkgap inductance is calculated by
analyzing the waveform obtained by erecting MARX generator and discharging it
across a copper sulphate load. For UWB applications, compact size of pulse forming
line and low inductance of final discharge switch is extremely important. A fast
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MARX generator ens
nsures fast application off voltage pulse at pulse forming line.
Hence higher field withstanding can be eensured
ured even with smaller diameter. To
ensure
ure the same, MARX generator has been designed for charging of pulse forming
line within 50-60 ns.. This is mostly dominated by the erect
erected
ed inductance of the
MARX generator. To estimate erected inductance, MARX generator is tested using
copper sulphate load. Estimated inductance from the experimented waveform is used
for simulation of the same. Simulated waveform is shown below in figure 4.
4.15. In
this context it is important to note that further faster pulse will have tendency to
generate larger prepulse at the output of pulse forming line. Amplitude of prepulse
will be higher with antenna load compared to that of copper sulphate resistive lload.
Hence 50-60 ns charging time is reasonably optimized duration for charging of pulse

Voltage

forming line of 5 ns discharge length.

Time(s)
Fig.4.15 Simulated voltage wave form of UWB MARX generator

4.7 ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD SIMULATION
To analyze the performance of pulse shaper during discharge, simulation is done
using dynamic
namic field simulation software
software.. This software uses geometry of the
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construction to calculate transient behavior of the electrical circuit instead of using
lumped parameter circuit simulations. Circuit simulating softwares work on the
principle of lumped parameter analysis. As mentioned in the earlier sections, that
discharge of a pulse shaper works as a transmission line in the designed frequency
range hence, lumped parameter analysis is not sufficient enough to capture its
performance. Dynamic field simulating softwares can handle such problems more
accurately taking stray capacitance and lead inductances into account. After
discharge, pulse forming line is supposed to generate rise time of about 100 ps.
Hence, the frequency of discharge pulse will contain approximately up to 1.5GHz
frequency (f = .35/tr). This frequency wave will have wave lengths of approximately
0.2 m ( = c/f). As standard practice, if geometry of a structure is less than /10 (in
some case /4 is used for approximate calculations), lumped element model can work

reasonably well. As our transmission line structure is much larger compared to
wavelength of discharge pulse, dynamic field simulation softwares are more suitable.
In figure 4.16 Geometry of the pulse shaper is shown and figure 4.17 shows the
expected output waveform at the dummy load.
Sparkgap
under test

Inner conductor of
Pulse forming line

Load cum divider
assembly

Outer conductor of
Pulse forming line

Voltage divider

Fig.4.16 structure of experimental pulse forming line
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Voltage (Normalized unit)

Time (ns)

Fig.4.17
4.17 Simulated result of pulse forming line output
4.8 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Experimental setup is prepared depending on simulations and subjected to tests
before conducting the actual experiments for measurement of arc channel inductances
MARX generator is charged up to 12 kV and discharged into a copper sulphate load.
A high voltage pulse of approximately 50 kV is observed across 100 Ω CuSO4 load.
A high voltage probe HV
HV-P60 having range DC-60kV,
60kV, 2000:1, 1000 MΩ resistance is
used to measure the output pulse voltage. The output pulse is shown in fig
figure 4.18.
Erection of MARX generator is found to be reliable. Voltage multiplication fa
factor
was as anticipated and rise time of the pulse was reasonably good. Output waveform
matched the previously
eviously simulated waveform qui
quite closely and connected to pulse
forming line for further testing. This experiment was for testing of the developed
MARX generator.
enerator. Results exhibit that MARX generator was performing as desired.
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Fig.4.18 50kV MARX output voltage across copper sulphate load
Pulse shaper has a lower capacitance than erected capacitance of MARX generator
hence while charging the pulse shaper resonant charging will take place. In resonant
charging of dissimilar capacitors over voltage charging is observed. Here iit should be
mentioned that erected MARX generator capacitance is approximately 685 pF,
whereas capacitance of the pulse forming line is approximately 40 pF. As a result of
which while charging PFL gets charged to little higher voltage according to equation
(4.22).

=

(

(

)

)

4.22

Where,
VM is open circuit voltage of MARX generator;
CM is erected capacitance of MARX generator;
CPFL is capacitance of pulse forming line;

 is defined as resonant frequency of charging. It is function of equivalent
capacitance and loop inductance of the circuit.
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However in practice little less voltage is observed than calculated analytically. This is
due to presence of stray capacitance of the MARX generator. But for low energy
MARX this stray capacitance is comparable to other capacitances i.e. MARX
capacitance and PFL capacitance. Hence over volting effect is found to be little less
than double.
4.9 Experimental results with copper sulphate load

Initial Experiments are conducted at normal atmospheric pressure to check the

performance of the experimental set up. Whole experimental set up is composed of
high voltage power supply, MARX generator, pulse forming line, voltage divider,
sparkgap under test and load cum divider assembly. Sparkgap under test and load
cum divider assembly is placed inside the pulse forming line chamber as an integral
part of it. Trigger generator is used to trigger the MARX generator. Photograph of the
whole set up is shown below in figure 4.19. MARX generator is charged to 12 kV and
erected. Charging of Pulse Forming Line is measured using copper sulphate voltage
divider. Charging of PFL to 100 kV in approximately 70ns is recorded in 1GHz
Agilent oscilloscope. Waveform is shown in figure 4.19. After 70 ns sparkgap under
test self fire to discharge the pulse forming line into coaxial copper suplhate load and

generates a square voltage pulse of 5 ns pulse width across 60  load assembly.
Output voltage of 50 kV is recorded across matched copper sulphate load using load
cum divider assembly and 6 GHz Lecroy oscilloscope. Voltage waveform and
corresponding FFT is displayed in figure 4.21. Output wave form is found to have a
lump halfway i.e. after 2.5 ns. This is attributed to imperfect reflection of the voltage
wave front at the MARX feed point. Under ideal condition there should be complete
reflection of voltage wave front from MARX generator feed but in practical world
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complete reflection does not take place. Moreover geometrical asymmetry in the
coaxial structure of the line, because of centre feeding of MARX generator, creates
impedance asymmetries
etries in the pulse forming line. As a result of which this lumpy
nature in the pulse is observed.
Pulse forming Line

MARX generator

HV Supply

HV Divider

Trigger Generator

Optical trigger control

Fig.
Fig.4.19 Photograph of the experimental set up
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Fig.4.20 Charging and discharging profile of PFL

Time (2ns/div) & frequency (1GHz/div)

Fig.4.21 Output voltage pulse and its FFT

However, first part or the rise time part of the pulse is significantly clean and suitable
to measure the rise time of the pulse. This rise time is function of inductance of
discharge path and mostly contributed by arc channel inductance of sparkgap under
test.
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Hence, inductance of arc channel is estimated by using this rise time data. Details of
calculation methodology and obtained results are narrated in the next chapter. This
experiment endorses suitable performance of the experimental set up to conduct
experiment with different parameters of sparkgap i.e. gap between electrodes,
pressure of the gas medium and different gases for detailed investigations. Results of
the same are reported in the following chapters.
4.10 Role of stray capacitors in rise time of the voltage pulse should be addressed.
In context of the experimental set up used in this research work, stray capacitance
affect rise time of the voltage pulse differently in different places. Experimental set
up described in figure 4.19 consists of a MARX generator, pulse forming line,
Sparkgap under test and a load. Role of stray capacitances in each stage has been
elaborated below.
Grounded chamber of MARX generator
C0s

C1s

Cns

Fig. 21. Figure showing stray capacitance of MARX generator
a)

Stray capacitance in MARX generator: MARX generator by its structure is

composed of certain number of capacitors, which are charged in parallel and
discharged in series. Metallic components present in each stage forms stray
capacitances amongst themselves and with the grounded enclosure of the MARX
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generator. While charged using DC voltage source (in this experimental set up
maximum up to 50 kV), these stray capacitances also gets charged to maximum of 50
kV. However, during erection these capacitors get charged to different voltages
depending on their position. As an example, while erecting, stray capacitance at
metallic components of 2nd stage capacitor (C2S) gets charged to 2V, stray capacitance
at metallic components of 3rd stage capacitor (C3S) gets charged to 3V, stray
capacitance at metallic components of 4th stage capacitor (C4S) gets charged to 4V and
so on to stray capacitance at metallic components of nth stage capacitor (Cns) gets
charged to nV. Each of these capacitors store energy and draws it from the stored
energy of the MARX generator. Total energy stored in these stray capacitances can be
calculated as
=

[

+

(2 ) + … +

(

) ]

(4.23)

If it is assumed that stray capacitances of all the metal parts are almost same in
values, because of symmetric design of MARX generator, then the energy term
reduces to
[1 + 2 + 3 + … +

=

]=

(4.24)

Now, if upon discharge MARX generator charges the Pulse forming line to a
voltage of nV , then this effect of stray capacitance can be represented by an
equivalent capacitance Ceqs. This equivalent capacitance can be defined as follows

=

(

)

=

(

)

(4.25)
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This equivalent capacitance appears in parallel to PFL capacitance while charging
from MARX generator. This stray capacitance increases the rise time as root square
proportion.
b)

Stray capacitance in Pulse forming line: pulse forming line by its structure is

composed of two concentric cylinders. These cylinders form capacitances amongst
themselves. These capacitances, formed between the geometric structures of pulse
forming line, are technically stray capacitances. However due to symmetry of
geometry, they form Pi- network of capacitances and inductances. Capacitance values
of these structures can be calculated using standard coaxial formula. While charging
the Pulse forming line, voltage pulse frequency is much lower (approximately in the
range of 20 MHz). Hence, pulse forming line mostly acts as a capacitor of
capacitance value summation of all its stray capacitances. However, during discharge
frequency of operation is much higher 100 MHz - 1 GHz. At this frequency
inductances of pulse forming line separating stray capacitances become significant
and pulse forming line become more accurately modeled as pi network. For circuit
theory modeling this Pi network, to use in circuit calculations, Thevenin equivalence
of the same is calculated. Thevenin equivalent voltage of a pulse forming line charged
to a voltage of Vc, is equal to Vc . Thevenin equivalent impedance of such line can be
defined as

=

coth( )

(4.26)

This formula incorporates presence of stray capacitances in the pulse
forming line. In this thesis, all the modeling and calculations of rise time are carried
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out using this circuit equivalence to incorporate effect of stray capacitance during
discharge of pulse forming line into copper sulphate or antenna load.
Effect of stray capacitance in MARX generator and pulse forming line is
described above in detail. It can be noticed that, effect of stray capacitance of MARX
generator in deciding rise time of pulse forming line is significant, more so in cases
where number of stages are high. However, during discharge of pulse forming line it
does not play any significant role. Stray capacitance of pulse forming line plays role
in formation of pulse shape and rise time across the load. Effects of these stray
capacitances are incorporated in the analysis using Thevenin circuit equivalence.
However, it should be mentioned that, the pulse forming line under test, is a finite one
and introduces fringe effects at both the terminals. This fringe effect contradicts the
assumption of uniform values of stray capacitances across the pulse forming line.
Incorporation of this non uniformity in the analytical model increases the
complications of analytical calculations to multiple folds. However, these variations
are already incorporated in the field simulations carried out using standard software.
4.11 Conclusion
In this chapter detailed description of the experimental setup is given. This
experimental setup is composed of MARX generator, pulse forming line, voltage
divider, trigger generators and specially designed load cum divider assembly. Design,
analysis and simulations of different subsystems of the experimental set up have been
described in detail in this chapter. Experiments conducted to check performance of
different components are also discussed in details. Whole set up is assembled together
and output pulse is measured under typical operating condition. Minor deviations are
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observed in the practical pulse compared to simulated one. These deviations are
attributed accordingly to different imperfections in the experimental set up while
comparing with the simulations. However, these deviations are minor in nature and
do not seem to affect the final measurement of interest. This experimental set up is
used for measurement of inductance of sparkgap arc channel by varying gaps between
electrodes and pressure upto 5 kg/cm2 in nitrogen atmosphere. Details of the
experimental results, measurements and analysis are narrated in the following
chapters.
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Chapter 5
Measurement of sparkgap inductance
In this chapter detailed description of the method used for measuring inductance of
the sparkgap is elaborated. Spark gap inductance along with its arc channel and
connecting lead is expected to be in the range of few tens of nano Henrys. Measuring
such a low inductance is a challenging task and accuracy of measurement is not very
high. To make the measurement as reliable as possible several steps are taken and
best engineering practices are followed. Experimental set up described in the previous
section generates a square like pulse across load cum divider assembly. When voltage
is measured across a copper sulphate load a finite rise time in the range of few
hundreds of pico seconds is observed. Now assuming the load as a constant
resistance, and inductance in the loop is in series with the load, it is mathematically
possible to find out the inductance of the loop. In this calculation capacitance of the
load resistor is neglected as its effect is reasonably low. Detailed description of the
inductance measurement methodology is narrated below.
Further experiments are conducted by varying gas pressure and the gap between two
electrodes, in steps and inductance of sparkgap is calculated from the wave form
obtained. Simulations are conducted for similar condition and results are tabulated in
comparison with the experimental results. Experimental results are found to be in
consistence with the simulated results. As the whole phenomena are highly statistical
and observations are in extreme fast domain of sub nanoseconds, inherent shot to shot
variations are observed during experimentation. Multiple observations are carried out
in the similar physical condition to reduce the effect of random variation. All the
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experimental data, analysis and simulation results are narrated in detail in this
chapter.
5.1 Method of measurement of inductance

Inductance of sparkgap is measured by measuring the rise time of a voltage pulse
generated by discharge of pulse forming line into a matched load. A pulse forming
line can be assumed as a Pi network of distributed inductance and capacitance. When
discharges into an ideal inductance free load resistance it is supposed to generate a
step voltage front across the load. With the progression of the voltage front, pulse
forming line discharges completely and theoretically speaking, a square pulse is
generated across the dummy load of matched resistance value. Detailed mathematical
analysis of discharge of pulse forming line is elaborated in chapter 4. The amplitude
of the output voltage and the voltage wave front, is function of load resistance and
characteristic impedance of the pulse forming line. Pulse width of the pulse is
determined by the double transit time of the pulse forming line. In real world due to
presence of inductance in the load resistor loop, zero rise time across the load resistor
can hardly be realized. But by assuming PFL as an ideal step input to the load
resistance and using Laplace’s transform equations for transient analysis, inductance
of the load loop can be determined.
Z0coth(s)

R

Fig. 5.1 PFL discharging circuit

V/s

ZL

Fig.5.2 Equivalent circuit of PFL
discharge
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This inductance will include spark gap arc channel inductance, lead inductance and
inductance of the load structure itself. Figure 5.1 shows the discharging circuit of
pulse forming line into a matched load. Figure 5.2 shows the equivalent circuit of the
same. Referring to the equation (4.5) in presence of inductance it can be written that
( )=

(

)

[1 −

+

−⋯]

(5.1)

For ZL = Z0 equation (5.1) reduces to
( )=

(

(5.2)

)

Hence,
( )=

(

)

=

(

+

)

−

(5.3)

Therefore
( )==

−

(5.4)

Hence in time domain the voltage wave form can be written as
( )=

[1 − ( − 2 )] 1 −

Hence,
.

−

.

= − (ln 0.1 − ln 0.2) = 0.69 = 0.69

Therefore,
=

(

(5.5)

.

−

.

)/0.345

= 0.345

(5.6)
(5.7)
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Where t0.9 represents time taken to cross 90% of final value and t0.8 represents time
taken to cross 80% of final value.
In this context it must be mentioned that inductance has been calculated from the time
interval of 80% to 90% of final value instead of standard 10% to 90% time interval.
This method is adopted to avoid inaccuracies in the estimation of inductance
incorporated due to turn on of sparkgap.
Voltage profile obtained from equation (5.5) is valid with certain conditions. One of
the most important conditions is that turn on time of the switch is infinitesimally
small. In practice no switch closes with zero turn on time. But provided, the circuit
response is sluggish compared to turn on time of the switch the analysis gets
reasonably close to practical. In this experimental set up rise time of hundreds of pico
second is being attempted to measure. This rise time is contributed by inductance of
the circuit. But turn on time of sparkgap switch is also comparable to this range. As a
result of which rise time of the pulse contains both the factors i.e. turn on time of the
spark gap and circuit inductance. As a result of which the output pulse does not
exactly follow exponentially rising nature. Rather the waveform matches the
following equation more closely [refer figure 5.3].
( )=

[1 − ( − 2 )] 1 −

1+

(5.8)

Where, RSO is the open circuit resistance of sparkgap and 1 is turning on time
constant of the switch. From this equation it can be shown that at the initial phase of
turn on voltage profile is not exponential, but once the sparkgap resistance reduces
below the range of milliohms equation (5.8) converges to equation (5.5).
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This

phenomenon has been shown very clearly in figure 5.3. In this figure three curves i.e.
VL, VL1 and experimentally measured pulse are plotted together in the same axis. This
figure shows that experimentally obtained curve matches VL1 profile for all the time
span but matches VL only as it approaches final value. This is because of the fact that,
by the time voltage closes to steady state value, sparkgap resistance becomes almost
negligible. Hence to calculate inductance of the sparkgap, time span between 80%
peak voltage and 90% of final voltage is used.
Experimentally
measured
waveform
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S-curve rising
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Fig.5.3. Experimentally measured waveform (red), VL1 (S-curve rising pulse) and VL
(exponential rising pulse)
In this range, the rising voltage pulse, matches exponential rising nature very closely.
In cases where rising time constant is much higher than that of the ON time of the
sparkgap; there 10% to 90% rise time can be suitably taken to determine the loop
inductance. In this case this may be erroneous and 80% to 90% rise time has been
taken to minimize the error in calculation of inductance.
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5.2 Measurement of inductance of typical electrode gap

Experimental setup described in previous chapter is used for measurement of
inductance of arc channel. The coaxial cylindrical pulse forming line is charged to
100 kV using the MARX generator. MARX generator is charged to 12 kV and
triggered using optically controlled trigger supply. N2 is used as insulating
i
gas in
pulse forming line as well as gap between electrodes. A sparkgap is used to discharge

the capacitor into a low inductance 60  copper sulphate load. The rise time of the
voltage across the resistive load is monitored using specially designed resistive
divider and 6GHz oscilloscope. Time span between 80% to 90% of final value is
approximately 75 ps.. This data is used for measurement of inductance using equation
(5.7). Experimental wave form is shown below in figure 5.4.
Values used in the calculation are as follows
( t0.9 – t0.8 ) = 75 ps obtained from the recorded waveform.

ZL = 60 ;; pulse forming line characteristic impedance and load impedance are equal
and kept close to 60 
.

Hence loop inductance is L = .075X60/.345 = 13 nH.
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Fig.5.4 Typical output voltage measured across dummy copper sulphate load (X axis
1ns/div, Y-axis 10kV/div)
0kV/div)
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Inductance measured by this methodology is little over estimation of arc channel
inductance. This basically measures the loop inductance of the discharge circuit.
Moreover response time of the divider also adds to the estimation of the inductance.
Sufficient care has been taken to ensure coaxial arrangement of load as well as
divider in this experimental setup. However some amount of inductance definitely is
contributed by these lead connections. At this present moment it is impossible to
differentiate the lead inductances from arc channel inductance. In the next section
attempts has been made to quantify the lead inductance and reduce the same from the
total measured inductance to determine arc channel inductance more accurately. In
this context it must be mentioned that the order of measurement being attempted here
is significantly low. Hence there is always chance of inaccuracies, but all attempts
have been made to measure the inductances as accurately as possible, such that proper
calibration and correlation can be established with the simulated results. Results in
pulsed power experiments vary statistically, to avoid statistical errors in estimation
multiple experiments are carried out with same physical parameters. Details of those
experiments with variation of parameters are discussed in following sections.
5.3 Experimental results of inductance with variation of gap

Study of arc channel inductance with variation of gap between electrodes is carried
out as a part of this project. According to Paschen curve, breakdown strength of gases
increases with increase in pressure and distance beyond Paschen minima. For Ultra
Wide Band application the very requirement is to increase the voltage handling of
sparkgap switch vis-à-vis reduction of arc channel inductance. Hence it is extremely
important to understand how inductance of arc channel changes with variation of
pressure and distance i.e. gap between electrodes. As part of this study, experiments
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are carried out in nitrogen environment at atmospheric pressure. Gap between two
electrodes of the sparkgap under test is increased from 1 mm to 9 mm in step of 1
mm. Rise time of the pulse is measured using an oscilloscope. Inductance of the arc
channel is calculated from the measured pulse using equation (5.7). As discussed in
the previous chapter, there is an expected shot to shot variation involved in the
sparkgap break down phenomena and its corresponding measurement. To avoid shot
to shot random variation effects, multiple shots are taken and all of them are plotted
below in figure 5.5. Shot to shot variations are mostly contributed by position of
formation of arc channel in the sparkgap. Moreover there is inherent measurement
variation which also contributes to shot to shot variations. However, in spite of the
natural standard deviations, data obtained are comprehensive and conclusive. While
plotted together a natural trend is well observed.
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Fig.5.5 Inductance variation of sparkgap with gap between electrodes
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10

Results show an almost linear pattern of inductance variation with increment of
electrode gaps. This categorically indicates that with increase in gap between
electrodes inductance increases monotonically. Observation indicates that domination
of length parameter dominates other variations significantly in case of gap change.
With change of gap between electrodes, length of the arc changes directly. Hence
inductance, resistance and current profile through the sparkgap also alters. It is
evident that current through the sparkgap will have an impact on arc channel radius.
However, length of arc dominates inductance so directly that effect of other
parameters seems comparatively negligible. Specifically when it comes to
measurement, statistical variations overshadow any other effect, even if it is present.
But effect of gap variation is so distinct that vivid change in inductance with variation
of gap between electrodes is clearly visible. From figure 5.5 it is observed that if the
gap between electrodes would have been zero (theoretical assumption), measured
inductance would have been somewhere close to 4 nH (i.e. intercept on Y-axis). This
indicates that lead inductance of the loop is close to 4 nH. This 4 nH of inductance
mostly consists of any loop inductance other than arc channel. This inductance also
may include measurement delays and response times as an error in rise time
measurement and thus part of calculated inductance. However, if 4 nH is deducted
from all the measured inductance values, only arc channel inductances are left with.
These corrected values of arc channel inductances are plotted in figure 5.7.
Simulations are carried out to compliment the experiment using simulation code
described in chapter 3. Separate program runs are carried out for separate gap setting
of 2 mm to 10 mm at an interval of 2 mm. Results show an excellent linear variation
of arc channel inductance with variation of gap between electrodes. Minor variations
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are attributed to simulation accuracies. Results obtained from simulations are plotted
in figure 5.6. In figure 5.7 simulation results are plotted along side with
experimentally obtained arc channel inductances (corrected). Results obtained are in
close agreement with each other and establishes the fact very strongly that arc
channel inductance is a linear monotonic function of gap between electrodes in the
range of experiment and simulations carried out in this project. Effect of pressure is
studied and narrated in the next section.
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5.4 Experimental data of inductance variation with pressure

Second important parameter in the context of ultra wide band system is the effect of
pressure in inductance of arc channel. With increase of pressure in the sparkgap,
complicated physical phenomena are initiated. With increase of gas pressure, number
of gaseous molecule, present in a volume, increase proportionally (according to
Charle’s law of gases). Electrical conductivity of gases, at any particular temperature,
also varies with pressure. With onset of arc channel, as the current starts flowing
through, heat energy starts depositing in and around it. But ionization of gases being a
thermal phenomenon (as assumed in this model) demands more energy to ionize
gaseous kernels around arc channel. This happens mostly because of the very fact that
at high pressure condition more number of molecules are present at the vicinity of the
arc channel, and requires higher energy for complete ionization of all the molecules.
Hence, increase in conductivity of close kernels of arc channel is rather slow in high
pressure gaseous medium compared to atmospheric pressure condition. As a result of
which simulation indicates that arc channel radius is smaller in high pressure medium
compared to atmospheric condition. This also influences inductance of arc channel
and smaller radius causes higher inductance of arc channel. However, change in
inductance with gas pressure is not linear because inductance varies as logarithmic
function of radius.
Experiments are carried out at different gaps between electrodes of sparkgap to study
the effect of gas pressure. Inductance is measured at different gaps i.e. 1 mm, 2 mm, 4
mm, 6 mm, 8 mm and 10 mm with varying pressure from atmospheric pressure to 5
kg/cm2 pressure (relative). It is observed that variation of inductance with pressure is
significantly low and below the range of statistical shot to shot variation. Moreover
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higher voltage is required for breakdown of sparkgap while gap and pressure both are
high. At 6 mm gap experiment was conducted only up to 3 kg/cm2 pressure (relative).
In 8 mm gap sparkgap firing stops beyond 2 kg/cm2 (relative). At 10 mm gap
experiments were possible only up to 1 kg/cm2. Results obtained from these
experiments are plotted in figure 5.8. Results show that shot to shot statistical
variation is significantly high compared to expected range of variation. Secondly
experimental data available for higher gaps are too small for making any conclusive
comment on the dependence of inductance on gas pressure. But this experiment
provided the direction that, to measure variation of inductance with pressure an
experimental set up capable of generating higher voltage is required. Experiments
required to be planned for higher pressure range to significantly identify the nature of
variation. This conclusion is also supported by simulated results plotted in figure 5.9.
Simulated results show that with increase in pressure of gas medium, inductance of
arc channel increases but the variation is significantly low. Presented experimental
result has clearly exhibited the statistical variation. As the variation of inductance
with gas pressure is lower than statistical variation, experiments could not validate the
simulation results. Hence, another experimental setup has been developed for
measuring variation of inductance with pressure. The new set up is capable of
generating 1 MV and handling pressure up to 40 kg/cm2. This setup enables us to
measure variation of inductance with wide range of pressure variations. Care has also
been taken to reduce statistical variations. Details of high pressure experimental set
up are discussed in next chapter of the thesis.
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6

5.5 Discussion & Analysis

In this chapter measuring methodology of spark gap inductance from the
experimental set up (described in chapter 4) is thoroughly discussed. A typical
measurement is explained with step wise calculation to measure inductance of arc
channel by experimentation. In this context it is important to mention that
measurement of the pulse rise time in sub nanosecond regime inherently introduces
sufficient amount of measurement errors. These are cumulative errors introduced by
the divider, oscilloscope, connecting cables etc. Moreover in the operation of self
breakdown sparkgap, certain amount of random uncertainty is always involved. To
minimize these effects multiple shots are taken in the same condition (pressure, gas
and anode-cathode gap). Several shots are taken by varying gaps and pressures. All
these results are discussed thoroughly in this chapter.
With variation of electrode gap, inductance is found to be monotonically increasing.
The pattern of increment of inductance with electrode gap is almost linear. This is
found by simulation and validated through experimental results reasonably
accurately.
In this chapter experimentally measured inductances of spark gap arc channel is
plotted against variation of pressure of nitrogen gas. Gas pressure is varied from 0-5
kg/cm2 to measure inductances of arc channels. A minute increment of inductance
with increase of pressure was expected from simulation. Due to statistical variations
in obtained experimental data, this minute increment is not clearly observable.
However the pattern of minute increment of inductance can be realized as all the
readings are plotted together. Experimentation with higher pressure may exhibit this
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pattern more clearly but due to experimental constraint pressure has been limited to 5
kg/cm2.
Keeping UWB application in mind it can be concluded that to get faster rise time it is
essential to keep the gap between electrodes as minimum as possible. Keeping the
gap as minimum as possible and operate at high voltage only two options can be
attempted i.e. operating at higher pressure of gas and operating with gases having
higher breakdown strength i.e. SF6. Hence experiments need to be carried out in this
context to establish variation of inductance with pressure and different gases. For
carrying out this further high voltage experiment different experimental set up has
been developed and measurements are carried out. Details of the high pressure high
voltage experimental set up and measurements conducted thereafter are narrated in
detail in following chapters.
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Chapter 6
Development of high pressure 1 MV experimental set up
In this chapter detailed description of the experimental set up prepared under this
thesis work is elaborated. Development of experimental setup plays a very crucial
role in further experimentation, collection of data, analysis of data and validation of
simulation model described earlier in chapter 3. The whole setup consists of high
voltage power supply, MARX generator to charge PFL capacitor, solid dielectric
pulse forming line assembly, and Half Impulse Radiating Antenna. MARX generator
and pulse forming line assembly needs gas pressurization for rated voltage operation.
All the systems required for developing the experimental set up, is designed and
fabricated in house. Details of all the components and experimental methodologies
are described below.
6.1

Description of the Experimental system

Experimental system is mainly composed of three distinct components i.e. MARX
generator, pulse forming line and radiating antenna. 60 kV high voltage unipolar
power supply is used for charging of the MARX generator. MARX generates
maximum of 1000 kV voltage pulse to charge the pulse forming line which when
discharges into a matched antenna load of 100 Ohms a 500 kV, 5 ns voltage pulse is
obtained. Voltage pulse generated via discharge of pulse forming line sparkgap is
radiated by Half Impulse Radiating Antenna (HIRA). Radiated pulse is sensed by
using a TEM sensor and waveform is measured using high frequency (8 GHz)
oscilloscope. Rise time of the input voltage is calculated from obtained radiated E-
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field measurement. Inductance of the spark gap is calculated from the rise time of the
pulse feeding the HIRA antenna.
6.1.1 MARX generator

Construction: Total 160 numbers of non inductive capacitors of 1.2 nF, 30 kV are
chosen as energy storage elements. These ceramic capacitors are having a disk with
metal fitting type electrode used for ultra high voltage applications. They are epoxyencapsulated and using strontium titanate for dielectric material. The diameter of the
capacitor is 38mm having thickness and length as 22 mm and 26 mm respectively.
Each stage consisting of 8 capacitors (series of two banks each consist of 4 parallely
connected capacitors) between two ‘Cu’ plates which will hold them together and one
electrode of 15mm diameter is connected to each ‘Cu’ plate. Total of 21 spark gap
switches all with an increasing gap distance from 5 mm to 10 mm from first spark gap
to 21st spark gap respectively is used. For charging of the capacitor, 2.2 kΩ charging
and ground resistors are used. These resistors are approximately 25 mm in diameter
and 50 mm in length. Fig.6.3, Fig.6.4 and Fig.6.5 show assembly of the high voltage
components. The total Marx generator is enclosed in a metallic chamber made by
stainless steel which provides a return path for the discharge current. While operated
at normal atmospheric pressure MARX generator charges up to 12 kV and charges
the pulse forming line approximately to 250 kV. Output of the MARX generator can
be controlled by varying N2 pressure upto 5 Kg/cm2. While operated at charging
voltage of 50 kV, MARX generator generates approximately 1 MV. In practice, the
MARX generator charges the PFL higher than 1 MV because of capacitance
mismatch between them. PFL is having lower capacitance than MARX generator,
hence an over volting phenomenon is observed.
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Intra-stage insulation coordination: Difficulties in designing this MARX generator
are in handling its high voltage points suitably without causing any unwanted
breakdown. MARX generator usually has two phases of high voltage handling. In the
first phase, while the MARX generator is charged to comparatively lower value of
high voltage i.e. approximately 50 kV. In the second phase MARX generator erects to
generate much higher voltage of 1 MV. In both the cases requirement of high voltage
design and considerations are little different. While designing MARX generators,
both the requirements are needed to be taken care of. In the charging phase each stage
is charged to same voltage. Hence, intra stage insulation plays more vital role
compared to inter stage insulation. Suitable consideration must be taken that
breakdown does not take place between the high voltage points of same stage. Most
critical component that sees this high voltage directly is the energy storage capacitors.
Surface of this capacitors are most susceptible points of intra stage breakdown.
Sufficient care must be taken to avoid this kind of malfunctioning during charging.
Secondly, any mechanical assembly that hold the high voltage capacitors in their
place are sensitive to breakdown during charging. In case of metallic components
proper care must be taken to avoid sharp edges, welding burrs and unevenness in
them. These points have potential to initiate corona during charging which will
corrode the material with time and lead to malfunctioning of the MARX generator. In
case of holding materials being non metallic or insulating, surface of these materials
are of extreme importance. These surfaces are the weakest link in high voltage
handling of the system. In this context it should be worth mentioning, that most of the
solid dielectrics generally used for high voltage applications have very high bulk
breakdown strength. But their surface breakdown strength is not as high as bulk
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breakdown strength. Moreover surface breakdown strength is also a function of
cleaning of the surface, presence of moisture in the atmosphere during handling of the
material, presence of dust particles in the environment and surrounding dielectric i.e.
liquid, gas etc. Besides this, presence of a triple point is also source of initiation for
high voltage breakdown. Hence insulation coordination is extremely important.
Hence, for insulating materials, wherever required, surface must be increased such
that surface breakdown can be prohibited. Proper precaution must be taken to counter
sunken nuts to avoid exposure of sharp threaded parts carrying high voltage.
Inter-stage insulation coordination: During erection phase of MARX generator
each stage of MARX generator remains at different voltages i.e. first stage remains at
50 kV, second stage at 100 kV with respect to ground and so on till the final stage at 1
MV. In this case mainly two types of malfunctioning are dominant, unwanted inter
stage breakdown and breakdown of any high voltage point with body ground.
Designing is more complicated in this discharging phase because of its very high
value of voltage, in this case it is 1 MV. For inter stage breakdown most susceptible
part is charging resistor or ground resistor. These resistors and their mechanical
assembly see significant high voltage during discharging phase of operation. Surface
of this resistors are sensitive to high voltage flash over during erection of MARX
generator. Sufficient standoff distance must be provided in connecting inter stage
resistors to avoid malfunction of MARX generators. Finally during erection extreme
high voltage points will have tendency to breakdown with the body ground and
discharge the whole energy in unwanted path. Surface of insulating holders are most
important contributor to this problem. To avoid such unwanted flashover two lines of
shifted multiple slits are designed on the surface of Perspex insulator. These slits
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interrupt the direct line joining high voltage points and body ground. This ensures
reduction in breakdown probability drastically. However, if improperly designed, this
many a times reduces inter stage flash over distance and may allow inter stage flash
over through the slit. Proper care must be taken to avoid any such condition and
position of the slits must be judiciously selected. Besides this, all the metallic points
carrying extreme high voltage must be suitably rounded off and corona balls must be
used judiciously to avoid generation of corona which may lead to easy breakdown
during erection.
Design of enclosure: In this context it must be mentioned that making a higher
diameter body chamber definitely reduces probability of high voltage breakdown
during erection. But, this introduces extra inductance in the circuit which eventually
increases the charging time of the pulse forming line. So to keep the inductance of
MARX generator low it is important to keep the return chamber body as close as
possible. Moreover increase of the chamber increases the whole volume of the system
significantly and makes it difficult to handle. Gas requirement to fill the chamber
during high pressure experiments also increases.
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Fig.6.1 Drawing showing internal components of MARX generator
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Fig.6.2 Drawing of high voltage feed through flange

Fig.6.3 Internal structure of MARX generator
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Fig.6.4 Close view of spark gap assembly

Fig.6.5 MARX generator assembly
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After the MARX generator, high voltage design of final feed through is very
significant. It is designed to handle high pressure of the chamber keeping in mind the
high voltage constraints of the same. Diameter of the feed through is 385 mm and
thickness is 40 mm. It is made up of Perspex for its excellent high voltage handling
capability. To increase the surface strength of the feed through corrugations of
required dimensions are introduced. In this context it must be noted that corrugations
of different dimensions are designed for either side of the feed through. This is
because; outer side of the feed is always going to be at normal atmospheric pressure
whereas inner side of the feeding flange will be seeing higher pressure at higher
voltage. Hence surface tracking capability of the inner side will be slightly higher
than the outer side. Detailed drawing of the feed through is shown in figure 6.2.
6.1.2 Pulse forming line

Pulse forming line design is the most critical part of this system. Three different
engineering aspects of high voltage compatibility, impedance matching and
mechanical durability plays vital role in deciding design constraints. This particular
spark gap cum pulse forming line assembly is desired to be operated at a very high
pressure of approximately 30 kg/cm2. High frequency requirements restricts outer
diameter of the pulse forming line to as low as 80 mm for 1 GHz compatibility.
Interface between pulse forming line, sparkgap and antenna requires, there should be
minimum possible impedance variation in the follow through of the pulse. Keeping
all these parameters in mind many design iterations were carried out. Simulations are
carried out in CST microwave studio to check for compatibility with antenna design.
Experts in high pressure handling systems and microwave engineering are consulted
for their advice and modifications. Details of electrical, mechanical and microwave
engineering design of pulse forming line is narrated in this section.
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Theory of operation of pulse forming line is described in detail in chapter 4. In this
design, operating principle remains same, only design parameters vary. According to
microwave engineering theories to avoid higher order mode generations in
transmission line following condition needs to be followed [60].
(6.1)
Where,

and

are outer and inner radius of pulse forming line. kc is known as

wave number of the line and defined as

√

(6.2)

Field stress produced at the inner cylinder of the pulse forming line is decided by
(6.3)

Length of the pulse forming is calculated using equation
(6.4)

√

Impedance of the line was suitably decided to be approximately 100  for antenna
compatibility. Characteristics impedance of the line is decided by capacitance and
inductance of the coaxial line. Capacitance and inductance of coaxial line is
calculated by equation (6.5) and (6.6).
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(6.5)

(6.6)

r = relative permittivity of dielectric material;
c = velocity of light
Design of the pulse forming line is carried out and converged to match all the
equations from (6.1) to (6.6). Teflon has been decided as dielectric material to avoid
use of multiple materials to meet high pressure mechanical requirements. Teflon
(PTFE) is an excellent high voltage dielectric material with good frequency handling
capability vis-à-vis excellent gasket material required for high pressure application. If
any other dielectric material would have been chosen, then for mechanical
requirement and high pressure gas handling gasket of Teflon (r = 2.1) or Neoprene

(r = 6.7) would have been required. These materials having different relative
permittivity may have caused unwanted discontinuities in the line. To avoid all these
complications, Teflon is chosen as dielectric material in the pulse forming line. In this
context it should be mentioned that gaseous dielectric also requires solid dielectric in
combination for mechanically holding the inner cylinder. This invariably introduces
issues of multiple dielectrics. Considering all these constraints following parameters
have been converged as an acceptable design from electrical and microwave
engineering considerations.
Inner diameter of outer cylinder 80 mm;
Outer diameter of inner cylinder 10 mm
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Dielectric material Teflon with relative permittivity 2.1
Active length of the pulse forming line approximately 350 mm
These parameters result in the following acceptable design requirements

.

from equation (6.1)

.
. × ×

From equation (6.2)

√ .

√

Hence, the pulse forming line can suitably discharge faster rise time and pass
frequency up to 1.5 GHz limit.
Expected pulse width of the output pulse from equation (6.3)

√

×

×

×√ .

×

In this context it should be mentioned that it is an usual practice to design line of little
shorter length to get actual desired pulse width. Due to presence of extra mechanical
and geometrical lengths beyond active length of the line pulse width is always longer
than analytically calculated value.
Maximum E-field of the line will be produced at the central conductor surface. This is
calculated as
(6.7)

For 1 MV of PFL charging maximum field stress produced at the innermost
conductor is 1 MV/cm. Usually Teflon is supposed to handle high E-field of 50-150
MV/m. However these data are stochastic and depends on the thickness of the
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material, quality of the material and manufacturing process. However in case of
application of pulsed field this values are usually much higher. In this case as the
structure is radial, whole bulk of the insulator does not see the same stress as
observed by the central conductor. Moreover charging of PFL is mostly by triangular
or rising co-sinusoidal pulse; hence the occurrence of the extreme peak voltage is of
very small time span. In this design, charging pulse is of 30-50 ns time. Hence Teflon
is selected as suitable insulator to handle this voltage. Though there were doubt about
operation of the experimental set up during application of extreme high voltage, after
several experimental shot it has been observed to be in perfect good health and no
sign of damage is observed in the soild dielectric of the pulse forming line.
Capacitance and inductance of the line pulse forming line is calculated using equation
number (6.5) and (6.6) as 20 pF and 140 nH. Hence, the impedance of the line is

approximately 84 . This is reasonably close to 100  antennas for proper matching.
Here it should be mentioned that, usually in a line, inductance is little higher than
designed values. Hence matched impedance is kept usually on the little higher side to
get better matching in practice. However, with this we expect less than 8% voltage
reflection and less than 1% energy reflection at the worst.
Mechanical design aspect of the Pulse forming line is another critical parameter. The
system is supposed to handle about 40 kg/cm2 gas pressure of nitrogen and SF6.
Microwave engineering aspect of the design rules out presence of any connecting
flange on the load side or antenna side of the line. This is to reduce any impedance
variation on the output side of the pulse forming line. Hence, both the electrodes are
mounted on different Teflon structure (one ‘U’ shaped and another ‘I’ shaped) and
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fitted perfectly to each other. Both the structures are connected to the MARX end of
the Pulse forming line using suitable flange.

Fig.6.6 Drawing of PFL cum sprakgap assembly

To get pressure tight connection of the innermost conductor in Teflon, metallic
structure is thermally cooled, get fitted inside the port of Teflon and bought to normal
temperature. This gave excellent mechanical holding to avoid gas leakage. Whole
structure is placed inside 1 cm thick SS-304L chamber for mechanical rigidity. Final
design drawing and dimensions of the pulse forming line is shown in figure 6.6.
6.1.3 Radiating antenna
Half Impulse radiating antenna is used for radiation of UWB pulses in this system.
This antenna is a parabolic reflector antenna with a TEM feed. Antenna diameter is
approximately 2 m for appropriate electromagnetic field radiation. Two numbers of
constant impedance coplanar TEM feed lines are used for feeding the reflector

antenna. Impedance of each feed line was 200 . Each feed arm is terminated with a
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200  copper sulphate aqueous resistor to provide low frequency impedance
matching. Together, they make the antenna impedance close to 100 .

Far field for a Half Impulse radiating antenna is calculated using following formula.

=

√

( )

(6.8)

Where D is antenna diameter, fg is impedance ratio of antenna impedance Zc to free
space impedance Zo i.e. fg=Zc/Zo , c is velocity of light in free space. V(t) is the
applied voltage function at input of antenna.
Feed pulse of the pulse forming line is radiated using this HIRA antenna and radiated
far field is measured using TEM sensor. From the measured data arc channel
inductance of spark gap under test is estimated. Detail description of measurement
methodology and analysis is given in next chapter.
6.2 Conclusion
In this chapter detailed description of the high pressure high voltage experimental set
up is discussed. This set up is mainly composed of three major components i.e.
MARX generator, Pulse forming line and radiating antenna. MARX generator is
capable of generating 1 MV and charges the pulse forming line. Pulse forming line
discharges through the sparkgap switch under test and delivers square pulse to the
radiating antenna. Radiated E-field is measured using TEM horn sensor to diagnose
the rise time of the feed pulse. Detailed description of MARX generator, difficulties
constraints and limitations are narrated thoroughly in this chapter. Pulse forming line
design is identified as one of the most complicated and challenging part of the design
because of its extreme limitations from high voltage engineering, microwave
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engineering and mechanical engineering point of view. Details of constraints and
methodology to mitigate the same have been narrated in this chapter. This
experimental setup is used for measurement of arc channel inductance of sparkgaps
under high pressure condition. Measurement is carried out in nitrogen and SF6
atmosphere. Using nitrogen experiments are carried out up to 30 kg/cm2 and using
SF6 experiments are carried out up to 15 kg/cm2 pressure. Details of the measurement
methodology and results obtained are described in the next chapter.
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Chapter 7
Results And Discussion
In this chapter detailed description of the method used for measuring inductance of
the sparkgap under very high pressure is elaborated. Variation of inductance with
pressure is studied with nitrogen and SF6 gases by varying pressure from zero to 30
kg/cm2 and zero to 15 kg/cm2 respectively. Spark gap inductance along with its arc
channel and connecting lead is expected to be in the range of few tens of nano
Henrys. Measuring such a low inductance is a challenging task and definitely
accuracy of measurement is not very high (error margin 20%). To make the

measurement as reliable as possible several steps are taken and best engineering
practices are followed. A PFL transmission line is so designed that it can generate a
rise time suitably low for the purpose of the study and can be assumed as an almost
step input. Detailed description of the inductance measurement methodology is
explained below. In the previous chapter complications of designing pulse forming
line is narrated in detail. Introduction of direct measurement methodology i.e. voltage
divider etc, at this voltage and pressure level is extremely difficult. Hence indirect
radiative method using antenna is used for measurement of rise time and then
calculation of inductance. Details of the measurement, observation, typical
calculation methodology and conclusive inferences are narrated in this chapter.
However, with introduction of indirect measurement method, probability of error in
the observed data increases. But results obtained shows a definite pattern in their
behavior which corroborates with the simulations. This gives more insight to the
physics of arc channel inductance and effective modeling of the same.
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7.1 Method of measurement of inductance
As mentioned earlier, design of PFL is extremely difficult due to multiple constraints
related to mechanical high pressure, impedance matching and extreme high voltage. It
is extremely difficult to provide fast responding potential divider at PFL and load
junction for measurement of voltage pulse unlike low voltage experimental set up
(mentioned in details in chapter 4). In this experimental setup indirect methodologies
are used for measurement of voltage pulse rise time. Output voltage pulse is directly
fed at a Half Impulse Radiating Antenna (HIRA) as load. Radiated E-field is
measured at 10 m distance using TEM E-field sensor. E field profile at far field nearly
equals the rise time of the feeding pulse. Hence near field to far field correction is
incorporated in the observation and rise time of the feeding pulse is estimated.
Equation describing E-field value at a certain distance is given by following equation
(7.1) [56].
( , )=

(

)

−

−

− ( −

− )

(7.1)

Where, fg = Zfeed/Z0 and F = focal length. Rest all symbols represent their usual
meaning. Second part of the equation describes prepulse and vanishes at t = 2F/c +
r/c. first part of the equation starts at t = 2F/c + r/c. Though this formula is best
suited for far field measurements, still it can be used for reasonably large distance
compared to antenna size (2 m diameter). In this experiment, measurements are
carried out at 10 m distance from the antenna due to space constraints.
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Correction for near field measurement
As described in the previous section, far field measurement of E-field is
representative of rise time of the feed pulse. Hence to measure the spark gap
inductance, FWHM (Full Width Half Maxima) of radiated far field can be used. Far
field of an UWB HIRA antenna is defined by the following equation (7.2). In this
particular set up far field is at approximately 90 meter from the antenna.

=

(7.2)

Where, D is diameter of the radiating antenna and tr is the rise time of the feed pulse.
Hence measurement must be carried out beyond 90 meter from the antenna. This is
little difficult considering practical constraints of the present Lab size. Hence near
field measurement of E-field is carried out and far field pulse width of the E-field is
calculated by introducing correction factor.
E-field at a distance ‘r’ can be defined by the equation (7.3)


( , ) =
2 cos )

(



−


(


)

−

(

)

− (2 +

)

(7.3)

If ‘r’ is high compared to antenna size, first two terms reduce to negligible. These are
terms responsible for prepulse. Radiated E- field is mainly function of last two terms.
Again at high ‘r’ value

+ = +2 +

(7.4)
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Hence equation (7.1) reduces to

4

( , ) =

−

−

−

(2 + 2 cos ) ( −

− −

(7.5)

)

Moreover from the geometry shown in figure (7.1) angle  tends to zero as r increases
and hence cos() tends to 1. Therefore equation (7.5) further reduces to

( , ) =

( −

− )−

( −

− −

)

(7.6)

If we assume

−

− =

( , ) =

1

= ∆ then equation (7.6) can be represented as

and

( )−

(

− ∆ )

(7.7)

If ‘r’ is very high from the geometry ‘a’ is very high and Δt is very small. Hence
equation (7.7) reduces to

( , ) =

( )−

( )+

∆

=

∆

(7.8)

Putting the value of Δt in the equation we get

( , ) =

(7.9)
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Hence, it can be said that if a square pulse is fed to HIRA antenna E field at a long
distance will be proportional to dV/dt and as in square pulse significant dV/dt is
obtained during rising and falling portion of the pulse, significant E-field will be
observed during that period only. However in this study we are mostly concerned
about rising part of the pulse and corresponding first E-field peak only. And in
practice FWHM of the E-field will be almost equal to the rise time of the square
pulse. But in this calculation it is very critical to understand what should be
considered as sufficiently long distance or what can be suitably considered as large
‘r’.

l

β

D

r2
a



Point of
observation

r

F
Fig.7.1 Drawing of IRA antenna showing dimensional parameters

In the calculation shown above, one of the most important assumptions is

= ∆ .

This comes from the geometry of the antenna shown above. This suggests the time
difference between two propagating waves towards the point of observation. One
from reflector and other from the point feed is connected in the antenna. Hence actual
expression of Δt can be written as
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∆ =

(7.10)

At a condition when ‘a’ is much much higher than ‘D’, then equation (7.10) reduces
to

= ∆ . This is possible at an extremely large value of ‘r’.. So for all practical

purposes, it is better to check for distortion in the pulse width and suitable ccorrections
must be incorporated in the measurement. In our experimental set up ‘r’ is equal to 10
m and ‘D’ is equal to 2 m. Calculations are carried out for pulse width at 10 m and at
a very high value of ‘r’ i.e. 100 m to find difference in FWHM of the E-field.
E
Difference between the FWHM of both has been taken as a correction factor in the
measurement. Correction factor is calculated analytically using formula given in
equation (7.1) [15]. Figure 7.2 shows analytically calculated E
E-field
field at 10 m distance

E-Field (Normalized unit)

using equation (7.1) for a square pulse.

Time (5ns/div)

Fig.
Fig.7.2 Analytically calculated radiated field at 10m distance
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Fig.7.3 400ps correction factor in FWHM introduced due to near field
measurement
Figure 7.3 shows pulse width difference between E-field measured at 10m distance
(red) and at far field (black). Rise time of the fed pulse is calculated from obtained
rise time data at different pressure of nitrogen and SF6 gas and applying correction
factor to it.
Here it should be noted that impulse radiating antenna (IRA) basically behaves as a
differentiator. If a square pulse is fed to the antenna input, a bipolar radiating E-field
is observed at far-field. If measurements are carried out at near field location, radiated
fields show higher FWHM. Formula shown in equation (7.1) explains the same and
can be suitably used to find out far field FWHM from near field FWHM. Far field
FWHM of radiated E-field pulse is almost equal to rise time (10%-90%) of the
feeding pulse. In this experiment near field radiated E-field is measured using
antenna. Far field FWHM is calculated using analytical relations and rise time of the
fed pulse is calculated from far field FWHM. In our experimental set up Half Impulse
Radiating Antenna (HIRA) is used.
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7.2 Finding inductance from rise time
In the previous section it has been discussed how to measure rise time of the feed
pulse from the radiated E-field measurement. In this section methodology to find out
inductance of sparkgap from the rise time of the pulse is discussed. Similar
calculations have been carried out in chapter 5 to find out inductance of arc channel
from measured rise time of the feed pulse. Please refer to equation (5.7) to find out
inductance of arc channel. But in equation (5.7), time span between 80% of final
value to 90% of final value is used for calculating inductance of arc channel. Here in
this measurement method of radiated E-field we only have time span between 10% of
final value to 90% of final value. Hence the formula given in equation (5.7) cannot be
used directly. A relation between rise time (10%-90%) and rise time (80%-90%) has
to be worked out. Here it must be reiterated that rise time of the feed pulse is
observed not to follow exponential pattern rather a different curve which approaches
exponential rising towards final value. Please refer to figure 5.3 where this effect is
discussed in detail. Actually this rising curve follows pattern mentioned in equation
(5.7).
( )=

[1 − ( − 2 )] 1 −

1+

(7.11)

A relation between rise time (10%-90%) and rise time (80%-90%) of this curve needs
to be derived to further approach the estimation.
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If the time required for 10% of final value is defined as t0.1, 80% of final value is
defined as t0.8 and 90% of final value is defined as t0.9, then following parameters can
be defined from equation (7.10)
(

.

1−

)=

.
.

1+

= 0.1

(7.12)

As described in chapter 4 that this phenomenon (rise time following S-curve rather
than exponential curve) is predominant because of the very fact that time constant of

sparkgap closing i.e.1 and time constant of feed pulse rising i.e.  are comparable.
Hence assuming 1 =  equation (7.11) can be written as
(

.

1−

)=

.

1+

As at 10% of final value

.

.

= 0.1

(7.13)

≫ 1, hence equation (7.13) can reasonably

be approximated as
= 0.1

.

= 10

.

Or

(7.14)

(7.15)

After doing mathematical manipulations we can write
.

=

ln

.

(7.16)
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While approaching the final value, equation (7.11) becomes of exponentially rising
pattern and t0.8 and t0.9 can reasonably be written as
.

= − ln(0.2) = 1.61

(7.17)

= − ln(0.1) = 2.3

(7.18)

And
.

Please refer to figure 5.3 , figure shows that experimental waveform matches more
closely with S-curve which on approaching the final value matches with
exponentially rising curve. But the exponentially rising curve with which S-curve
matches remains zero shifted. This zero shift is defined here as tdrift which is
calculated below.
Assuming the zero shift to be equal to ‘’ it can be written that
( )=

1−

=

1+

1−

(

)

(7.19)

Or,

1−

= 1−

(

)

= 1−

(

)

1+

Or,

1−

+

−
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(7.20)

Neglecting the terms having lower time constant it can be written

1+

(

=

)

(7.21)

Therefore,
=

ln 1 +

≈ ln

0+

(7.22)

0+

Hence by using equation (7.16), (7.17) ,(7.18) and (7.22) it can be written that for this
particular profile
( .
( .

.

.

)

=
)

( .

.

.

)

.

=

.

.

.

(7.23)

Assuming spark gap open circuit impedance is higher than the combined impedance
of load and line, equation (7.23) reduces to
( .
( .

.

.

)

=
)

( .

.

.

)

= 0.15

(7.24)

Therefore, combining equation (5.7) and (7.24) inductance of arc channel can be
written as
=

( .
.

.

)

=

.

( .
.

.

)

=

( .

.

.

)

(7.25)

Here it must be mentioned that actually spark gap open circuit resistance is much
much higher than that of load impedance and line impedance, which are in the range
of 100 . However, at the instant of this calculation sparkgap resistance must be
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about an order higher than combined impedance of load and line to ensure output
voltage. Otherwise all the voltage will be consumed across the sparkgap resistance
only.
This mathematical identity is validated using actual data curve shown in figure 5.3
From the curve in figure 5.3, 10% of final value is achieved at 380 ps, 80% of final
value is achieved at 785 ps s & 90% of final value is achieved at 860 ps. Now
inductance value calculated using 80% to 90% final value data and equation (5.7) we
get
=

( .
.

.

)

=

×(

)×

.

= 13

(7.26)

If the same inductance is calculated using 10%-90% final value data and using
equation (7.25), we get
=

( .

.

.

)

=

×(

.

)×

= 12.5

(7.27)

Both the values obtained from equation (7.26) and (7.27) are in close agreement.
Therefore, using this method henceforth arc channel inductance is derived from 10%90% of final value of a rising curve which mostly resembles S-curve pattern.
7.3 Simulation of experimental set up
To verify the expected operation and measurement methodology simulation is carried
out in CST microwave studio. Pulse forming line feeding the antenna is simulated
together in its true dimension. Simulated far field is measured using E-probe. Result
obtained from measurement corroborates with the rise time of the pulse feeding
antenna. This validates the measurement methodology of rise time of the feeding
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voltage pulse. In figure 7.
7.4 simulation structure is shown. Figure 7.5
7. shows the
voltage appearing across antenna feed and figure 7.
7.6 shows the far field
corresponding to the same voltage pulse. In the figure it can be seen that rise time of
the feed pulse is almost equal to FWHM of the measured E
E-field
field in far-field
far
region.

Voltage (MV)

Fig.7.4 Simulated model of experimental setup

Time (ns)

Fig.7.5 Simulated voltage feed to the antenna
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E-field (MV/m)

Time (ns)

Fig.
Fig.7.6 Simulated pattern of radiated far field

7.5 Typical example of inductance calculation for 2 mm gap

Measured radiated waveform at 10 m distance is shown in figure 7.7.
7. FWHM of the
measured E-field
field is 625 ps.. Applying near field to far field pulse width correction of
400 ps,, FWHM of the radiated far field is approximately 225 ps.. This FWHM of far
field radiated E-field
field is almost equal to 10%
10%-90% rise time of the feed voltage at the
antenna feed. PFL impedance is 83 Ω and antenna impedance is 100Ω. Therefore,
applying the equation ((7.26)
=

(

)( .
× .

.

)

= 9.4 × 10

(7.28)

We get the inductance of spark gap equal to 9.4 nH. This is a typical example of arc
channel inductance measurement in high pressure experimental set up. Experiments
and studies are carried out in this set up using nitrogen and SF6 as gas medium at
different pressure.
e. Results and analysis of those experiments are narrated in the
following sections.
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Fig.7.7 Measured E-field at 10m distance

7.6 Inductance variation study with gas pressure

Variation of inductance of arc channel is studied at different gas pressure. For
nitrogen gas medium pressure is varied from atmospheric pressure to 30 kg/cm2. In
case of SF6 gas medium pressure is varied from atmospheric to 15 kg/cm2. Inductance
is measured for 2 mm gap between electrodes. Results obtained are plotted in
figure.7.10 and 7.11. Simulated results to find arc channel inductances at similar
condition are plotted in the figure 7.8 and figure 7.9.

Experiment with different gases i.e. N2 (elemental) and SF6 (compound) shows that,
gases with lower molecular weight (i.e. nitrogen) give less inductance compared to
gases of higher molecular weight (i.e. SF6). With increment of pressure, inductance
increases in both the gases. This is explained by same kernel theory described in
earlier sections. With increase of molecular weight and pressure energy requirement
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for ionizing gaseous kernel increases. With increase of gas pressure, number of gas
molecule present in a certain volume increases. Mean free path of the free electrons
also reduce with increase of pressure. As a result of which energy of the striking
electrons reduces and probability of secondary ionization reduces. Attributed by all
these factors finally we observe a thinner arc channel in high pressure gas medium. In
case of molecules like SF6 which is having high molecular weight and a natural
tendency to adsorb free electrons consumes lot of energy and free electron in
secondary ionization. As a result of which thinner kernels are found. Experiments
show that if gas pressure of nitrogen is increased from 2 kg/cm2 to 30 kg/cm2
inductance of sparkgap under test varies from 6 nH to 10 nH (Approximately). In
case of SF6 gas medium experiments are conducted from 2 kg/cm2 to 15 kg/cm2.
Results show a variation of inductance from 8 nH to 12 nH. Simulations with similar
parameters show a little lower rate of increment (i.e. 3.2 nH to 3.4 nH in N2 medium
and 3.5 nH to 4.5 nH in SF6 medium). This is attributed to imperfections in the
experiment, measurement and assumptions in simulation carried out. Never the less
they agree in their range of variation, trend of variation and relative magnitudes. In
practical experiment, extra inductance is expected due to presence of leads that
connects the sparkgap, discontinuity due to mechanical arrangements and probability
of radial offset in the formation of arc channel. More over measurements are done
indirectly from radiated waveforms in near field which incorporates extra error in the
measured value of inductances. Moreover calculations of arc channel inductance from
raw data involve lot of assumption. Variation in simulated and measured inductance
values are mostly attributed to those factors.
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Fig.7.8 Simulated result of variation of inductance in N2 medium
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Fig.7.9 Simulated result of variation of inductance in SF6 medium
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Fig.7.11 Experimental result of variation of inductance in SF6 medium
The set up developed for experimental purpose can be suitably used for experiment
on electronic susceptibility. Whole system is mounted on wheels for portability,
weighs nearly 300 kg and occupies floor area of approximately 2m X 2m. This
system can be truck mounted and carried to places for experimental purpose. In
house susceptibility experiments are conducted using this system. Intel core-to quad
processor based computers are found to get affected at a field of approximately 8-10
kV/m and 10-20 Hz repetition rate. Such fields are generated using this system at a
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maximum distance
stance of approximately 20m. Several experiments are carried out using
this system to disrupt a running computer from approximately 20m distance.

0

Fig.7.12 Photograph of 1 MV UWB setup

20
40
Time (ns)

60

80

100

Fig.7.13 Electric field signal(20 kV/m)
and FFT at 10 m distance from source

7.7 Conclusion

Results obtained in the experiment are found to be a little higher than anticipated in
simulation. The difference in simulation and experimentally measured waveform is in
the range of 5-6 nH. This may be due to presence of stray inductance in the circuit
connecting PFL output with antenna. Moreover
Moreover, this measurement is not a direct
measurement of inductance via pulse rise time. In this experiment, measurement of
inductance is carried out indirectly via measurement of radiated field and its pulse
width. This potentially introduces more error in the measurement due to probable
presence of many unquantifiable factors
factors.. Gain of the UWB radiating antenna,
antenna
insertion
ertion losses etc. are not exactly constant
tant for the whole range of radiating
frequencies. These factors introduce measurement errors and variation in
experimentally measured inductance and simulated inductances. Further attempt may
be conducted to accurate the measurement of th
these
ese inductances to get closer a match.
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Never the less experiment validates the simulated inference that with pressure
inductance of arc channel increases and SF6 medium offers higher inductance
compared to N2 medium at any constant pressure of operation.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future scope
During the course of thesis works following important conclusions are drawn and
elaborated below
1. A computer code has been developed to estimate inductance of arc channel
inductance of a sparkgap with variation of gas medium (i.e. Nitrogen, SF6), variation
of gas pressure and gap between electrodes. This is a generic code and can be used
for estimation of sparkgap inductance extensively for other applications also. With
minor modifications this code can be extended suitably for other gases like argon,
helium, hydrogen etc.
2. It has been found from simulation and verified using experimentation that spark
gap arc channel inductance is a function of gap between electrodes, gas pressure and
gas property. Inductance of arc channel inductance increases with gaps between
electrodes and pressure of the gas medium. It is also found that inductance of arc
channel is less in nitrogen (lower molecular weight) compared to SF6 (higher
molecular weight) for same gas pressure and gap between electrodes [section 7.4].
3. V-I characteristics of gas discharge has been simulated using the same computer
code. Simulated profile categorically exhibits normal glow discharge region,
abnormal glow discharge region and arc discharge region.
4. Design, simulation and development of 200-500 kV, 300 ps (rise time), 5 ns pulsar
has been carried out. A maximum radiating field 10 kV/m at 20 m distance has been
measured using conical horn antenna.
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During the research work two experimental setups were designed and developed (i)
250 kV pulser for preliminary studies at moderate pressure up to 5 kg/cm2, and (ii) 1
MV pulser with high pressure capacity up to 40 kg/cm2 for output switch. From
experiments and computational analysis it has been found that applications of high
pressure gas switches with extremely small gap between electrodes, are most suitable
for UWB applications. In this research work high pressure gas sparkgap switch has
been analyzed and effect of gap distance, gas pressure and gas property were studied.
Simulation of sparkgap inductance and arc channel also has been carried out and
validated with the experimental results.
Present thesis work can be extended to study the effects of different other types of
gases and liquid dielectric medium used in spark gap switches. It is believed that,
hydrogen gas can be of good use as gas medium, for high pressure high voltage
applications. This is because of its very low molecular weight and capacity to handle
very high pressure without getting liquefied. But handling inflammable hydrogen gas
at such high pressure and high voltage application is hazardous. Suitable precautions
are required to be taken for experiments with hydrogen. Multi channeling of spark
gap switches can reduce inductance significantly. Future study in this direction will
be very useful in further reduction of rise time of high voltage pulse. Susceptibility of
different modern day electronics ICs and digital gates can be studied using such
UWB systems.
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Appendix-I

Statistical Analysis of Experimental Data

Statistics of experimental results are quantified using certain parameters. Those parameters
are defined as follows
Independent variable = xi ; dependent variable = yi;
Number of data points = n; degrees of freedom = m;
̅=

∑

(A.1)

=

∑

(A.2)

Residual sum of squares for linear fit i.e.
=∑

(

−

−

)

=

+

can be written as

(A.3)

Mean squared error is defined as
=

/( −

)

(A.4)

Square root of s2 gives an estimate of common standard deviation of measurement of y
Goodness of fit can be tested using R-square criteria, which suggests that if R-square value is
greater than 0.9, then high degree of correlation exists between data and fit. If R-square is
between 0.8-0.9 it indicates ‘somewhat fit’. If R-square is less than 0.8 it indicates data does
not match the fit significantly.
R-square is defined as
=1−

(A.5)

Where, SD is total corrected sum of squares which is defined as
=∑

(

−

)

(A.6)
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Uncertainty in measurement
Uncertainty in fitting parameters can be defined as follows:
Standard error in intercept
=

(

(A.7)

)

Standar error on slope
=

(

(A.8)

)

Where Sa1 & Sa2 is defined as follows

=

∑

∑

=

∑

∑

∑

∑

∑

∑

∑

∑

(

(

)

)

∑

∑

∑

(A.9)

(A.10)

Tstat value for interception and slope is found using these values as follows

=

.

=

.

(A.11)
(A.12)

Probability of uncertainty can be found from two sided t-test once tstat values of slope and
interception is known.
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Appendix II
Experimental evaluation of arc channel inductance data
Experimentally obtained arc channel inductance data for different gap and pressure
Pressure
Of N2
0
0
0
0
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
1
1
1
1
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5

Inductance
(nH) of
1mm gap
8.19
6.83
5.46
5.46
5.73
6.55
5.73
6.55
5.73
6.55
6.83
6.55
6.83
6.83
7.37
7.37
5.46
5.46
6.83
6.83
5.46
6.01
6.55
6.28
7.65
7.1
6.01
7.65
7.92
6.55
7.37
6.83

Inductance
(nH) of
2mm gap
6.83
6.83
6.83
8.19
6.83
10.9
10.9
5.46
6.83
6.83
6.83
5.46
5.46
6.83
6.83
6.83
8.19
8.19
8.19
8.19
6.83
8.19
6.83
7.65
9.56
8.19
9.56
6.83
5.46
6.01
7.37
8.19

Inductance
(nH) of
4mm gap
9.56
13.7
8.19
10.9
9.56
10.9
13.1
8.19
8.19
13.7
8.19
10.9
13.7
10.9
13.7
13.9
10.9
13.1
9.56
12.3
10.6
9.56
12.3
12.8
11.7
10.9
13.7
13.1
10.6
13.7
13.4
13.9
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Inductance
(nH) of
6mm gap
10.9
10.9
12.3
12.3
11.5
10.9
9.56
13.7
10.9
11.5
10.6
9.56
10.9
13.7
10.9
12.3
12.3
15.8
12.6
13.1
14.2
14.7
15
13.4

Inductance
(nH) of
8mm gap
15.8
13.1
15
16.4
17.7
18.8
18.6
15
18.6
17.2
17.7
18.8
18.6
17.2
17.7
16.7
16.9
16.4
15.3
17.7

Inductance
(nH) of 10mm
gap
20.5
27.3
25.9
23.2
24.6
21.8
21.3
20.5
22.1
20.5
24.6
21.8

Voltage measured across copper sulphate load under different gap and pressure condition of
sparkgap and FFT of the same
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a)Voltage pulse with 2 mm gap at normal atm. pressure
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b) Voltage pulse with 4 mm gap at 3 kg/cm2. pressure
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Voltage waveform
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c) Voltage pulse with 4 mm at 1 atm. pressure
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d) Voltage pulse with 1 mm gap 4kg/cm2 pressure
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Voltage waveform
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e) Voltage pulse with 8 mm gap 1kg/cm2 pressure
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f) Voltage pulse with 10 mm gap normal atm pressure
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Appendix III
Arc channel Inductance with respect to Pressure and Gases
Experimentally obtained arc channel inductance data for nitrogen and SF6 gas at different
gas pressure are tabulated below.
Nitrogen gas medium
gas
arc channel
SF6 gas medium
pressure(kg/cm2)
0
0
0
0

inductance(nH)
6.375
5.95
7.225
6.375

5
5
5
5

10.625
6.8
7.225
7.225

10
10
10
10

7.225
5.95
7.225
7.65

15
15
15
15

8.075
8.5
7.65
9.35

20
20
20
20

9.5625
9.775
8.925
9.35

25
25
25
25

8.925
9.9875
10.2
8.925

30
30
30
30

9.775
10.2
11.475
9.5625
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gas
pressure(kg/cm2)
0
0
0
0

arc channel
inductance(nH)
8.5
9.5625
9.1375
7.65

2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5

8.5
8.7125
7.65
9.1375

5
5
5
5

9.5625
8.925
9.775
9.35

7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5

9.775
10.2
9.775
9.35

10
10
10
10

10.625
11.05
11.6875
9.775

12.5
12.5
12.5
12.5

10.625
11.05
11.9
11.05

15
15
15

11.9
12.75
11.05
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